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SUMMARY
Chapter 1 contains background material and definitions.
Chapter 2 gives some of the elementary properties of co- 
Cernikov groups and has as its main result that the compact 
co-Cernikov groups are precisely the pro-Cernikov groups.
In chapter 3 the Sylow theory of pro-Cernikov groups is 
developed. We define the concept of a generalised Sylow tt- 
subgroup, for tt a set of primes,vand show that the theorems 
of Sylow and Hall extend to pro-Cernikov groups whose Cernikov 
factors are soluble.
In chapter 4, we discuss Sylow theory in the class, DC , 
of countable, locally finite-soluble groups satisfying min-p 
for all primes p. We prove that the Sylow generating bases 
of such a group are locally conjugate by showing that these 
are generalised Sylow bases in the group's pro-Cernikov com­
pletion. Since they are then conjugate in the completion, 
the result follows by observing that conjugacy in the comple­
tion implies local conjugacy in the group itself.
Chapter 5 is concerned with chief factors andSF-normal- 
isers and uses many standard proofs.
In chapter 6 we show that every X-group possessesSP-pro- 
jectors when iP is a co-Hopfian saturated formation (that is, 
vr contains no non co-Hopfian groups), by descending the de­
rived series and keeping a check on certain subgroups that 
arise. We then show that the »F-projectors are isomorphic and 
have a certain "local conjugacy" property. The LTL-projectors 
are discussed in some detail.
In chapter 7 the tP-abnormal subgroups are defined and 
give an alternative characterisation of theiP-projectors.
In chapter 8, we ask what restrictions there are on an 
X-group if it possesses only countably many Sylow bases. In 
that case the Sylow bases are all conjugate and the group is 
poly-locally nilpotent.
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NOTATION
H < G H is a subgroup of a group G.
H <1 G H is a normal subgroup of G.
H char G H is a characteristic subgroup of G.
1G : H | The index of a subgroup H in G.
<x> The group generated by a set X.
Cg (H) The centraliser of a subset H in G.
Ng (H) The normaliser of a subset H in G.
Cr X, 
i€I 1
The cartesian product of sets Xj.
Dr X. 
ifel 1
The direct product of gr°ujsx^.
G' The derived subgroup of G.
G(n) The nt ‘^ term of the derived series.
O/G) The largest normal ir-subgroup of G.
°iT,Tr' (G)/0n.(O
G°
0,,(G/0,(G)).
The radicable part of G.
P(G) The Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G.
Po(G) The ot*1-term of the upper locally nilpotent series.
GJ The $ -residual of a group G.
a g (h) : The group of automorphisms of H induced by 
G on H.
G ] H : The semidirect product of groups G and H.
SylirG : The set of maximal u-subgroups of G.
Q,(G,J0 : The largest normal generalised ir-subgroup of a co-£ernikov group (G.itf).
Syi,(G,.W) : The set of generalised Sylow it-subgroups 
of (G,^).
Max, (G ,,V) : The set of maximal generalised ir-subgroups of (G„AT).
(V)
: The Priifer p-group.
: The commutator, x *y *xy, of elements x
and y.
: The element g ^xg .
: The group <[h,k] : h 6 H, k 6 K), for sub­
sets H, K of G.
: The set {hg : h £ H}, for H a subset of G.
: X is a closed subgroup of Y.
: X is an open subset of Y.
: X is a dense subgroup of Y.
: The closure of a set X in some bigger space.
: The complement of a set X.
: The set of prime numbers dividing the orders
of elements of G.
: The set of prime numbers.
: The complement of a set of primes in IP.
: The set of natural numbers.
: The field with q elements.
: The first infinite ordinal.
direct sum of vector spaces V^.The
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we give some of the notation, terminology 
and basic well known results that will be used in this thesis. 
Our notation is standard, but is listed on a previous page.
1.1. Basic Group Theory
We shall denote groups by capital Roman letters and ele­
ments of groups will be denoted by small Roman letters. A 
periodic group is a group in which each element has finite 
order. If G is a periodic group, ir(G) will denote the set of 
primes dividing the orders of the elements of G. If it t IP, 
the set of all primes, it' will denote the set ff\ir. A group 
G will be called a ir-group if G is periodic and tt . If
it = {p}, a single prime, we shall omit the braces and simply 
refer to G as a p-group and IP\{p} will be denoted by p'.
If G is a group and it £ F, G contains maximal it - subgroups, 
by Zorn's Lemma. A maximal n-subgroup will be called a Sylow 
tt - subgroup and the set of all Sylow it-subgroups of a group G 
will be denoted by Syl^G. If tt = {p} we shall omit the bracers 
and refer to Sylow p-subgroups and the set SylpG. Thus, if G 
is a finite group, Sylow's theorems hold for the Sylow p-sub­
groups ([22] I.7.5.2) and if G is also soluble then the 
theorems of P. Hall hold for the Sylow it-subgroups, for all 
it £ P (see [12]) .
If X is a subset of a group G, (X) will denote the group 
generated by X.
By a Sylow basis of a periodic group G we mean a complete
set S = (S } of Sylow p-subgroups of G, one for each prime p,~ P
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satisfying SpS^= for all primes p, q. If, furthermore,
(Sp : p € it) € Syl^G for each set of primes n we shall say S 
is a Sylow generating basis of G. In many classes of groups 
these two concepts are the same. P. Hall [13] has shown that 
a finite soluble group possesses Sylow bases and that these 
are all conjugate in the sense that if S = {Sp}, T = {Tp} are 
Sylow bases of the finite soluble group G then there exists 
g £ G such that
g" 1Spg = Spg = Tp for all p 6 ir(G) .
A subgroup H of a group G is called pronormal in G if, 
for each g 6 G, H and Hg are conjugate in (H,Hg).
By a group theoretical class we shall mean a class of 
groups which contains all groups isomorphic to any one of its 
members and also containing all groups of order one. German 
script will be used to denote group theoretical classes. We 
shall also use the concept of a closure operation introduced 
by P. Hall [14]. We refer the reader to [37] for further dis­
cussion of closure operations and group classes. We shall use 
the well known algebra of closure operations. The operations 
we shall need most frequently are Q, S, L, R, and P (in stan­
dard notation). Thus, if X  is a class of groups, L36, will 
denote the class of locally 36-groups and G 6 L* if and only 
if every finite subset of G is contained in an X- subgroup of
G. The other operations are defined as in [37] .
One of the most important classes of periodic groups is 
the class of periodic locally soluble groups which we denote 
by . A group in the class ^will often be referred to as
NOTATION
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we give some of the notation, terminology 
and basic well known results that will be used in this thesis. 
Our notation is standard, but is listed on a previous page.
1.1. Basic Group Theory
We shall denote groups by capital Roman letters and ele­
ments of groups will be denoted by small Roman letters. A 
periodic group is a group in which each element has finite 
order. If G is a periodic group, tr(G) will denote the set of 
primes dividing the orders of the elements of G. If it c IP, 
the set of all primes, tt ' will denote the set IP\ir. A group 
G will be called a it -group if G is periodic and tt($)£ it . If 
it = {p}, a single prime, we shall omit the braces and simply 
refer to G as a p-group and ff\(p} will be denoted by p'.
If G is a group and it £ IP, G contains maximal tt-subgroups, 
by Zorn's Lemma. A maximal tr-subgroup will be called a Sylow 
it - subgroup and the set of all Sylow tr-subgroups of a group G 
will be denoted by Syl^G. If it = {p} we shall omit the bracers 
and refer to Sylow p-subgroups and the set Syl^G. Thus, if G 
is a finite group, Sylow's theorems hold for the Sylow p-sub­
groups ([22] I.7.5.2) and if G is also soluble then the 
theorems of P. Hall hold for the Sylow it - subgroups, for all 
tt £ IP (see [12]) .
If X is a subset of a group G, <X> will denote the group 
generated by X.
By a Sylow basis of a periodic group G we mean a complete
set S = (S } of Sylow p-subgroups of G, one for each prime p,~ P
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satisfying SpS^= for all primes p, q. If, furthermore,
<Sp : p 6 it) 6 Syl^G for each set of primes tt we shall say S 
is a Sylow generating basis of G. In many classes of groups 
these two concepts are the same. P. Hall [13] has shown that 
a finite soluble group possesses Sylow bases and that these 
are all conjugate in the sense that if S = (Sp) , T = (Tp) are 
Sylow bases of the finite soluble group G then there exists 
g £ G such that
g"1Spg = Sp8 = Tp for all p £ tt(G).
A subgroup H of a group G is called pronormal in G if, 
for each g £ G, H and H8 are conjugate in (H,H8).
By a group theoretical class we shall mean a class of 
groups which contains all groups isomorphic to any one of its 
members and also containing all groups of order one. German 
script will be used to denote group theoretical classes. We 
shall also use the concept of a closure operation introduced 
by P. Hall [14]. We refer the reader to [37] for further dis­
cussion of closure operations and group classes. We shall use 
the well known algebra of closure operations. The operations 
we shall need most frequently are Q, S, L, R, and P (in stan­
dard notation). Thus, if £  is a class of groups, L& will 
denote the class of locally -groups and G £ L?£ if and only 
if every finite subset of G is contained in an X -subgroup of 
G. The other operations are defined as in [37].
One of the most important classes of periodic groups is 
the class of periodic locally soluble groups which we denote 
by £  . A group in the class (^will often be referred to as
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a locally finite-soluble group, since it is easily seen that 
a ^-group is locally finite. The alphabet of group theoretic 
classes that we shall use is as follows:
% : The class of finite groups.
% : The class of abelian groups.
n : The class of nilpotent groups.
j : The class of ir-groups.
G
TT
: The class of periodic locally soluble n-groups
U : The class introduced by Gardiner, Hartley and
Tomkinson [8] .
z : The class introduced by Baer [1].
In this thesis the basic "building blocks" for construct-
Ving locally finite groups are Cernikov groups. If G is a 
Cernikov group, G will denote the unique subgroup of G mini­
mal with respect to having finite index in G. The subgroup 
G° is the unique maximal radicable subgroup of G; that is, if 
x £ G° and n £ IN then there exists y £ G° such that y11 = x . 
Thus it is well known ([7] 19.1) that G° is the direct sum of 
finitely many Priifer p-groups for (possibly) different primes 
p. In general, if G is a group possessing a unique maximal 
radicable abelian subgroup G° then we shall call G° the radi­
cable part of G and the Sylow ir-subgroup of G° will be called 
the tr-radicable part of G, for tt £ P.
If G is an arbitrary group, a set G of subgroups of G 
will be called a local system for G if
(i) G = U{H : H £ fi).
(ii) Given H, K £ 51, there exists L £ fi such that
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H, K < L.
If G is locally finite, G always has a local system con­
sisting of finite subgroups and if G is also countable we can 
choose this local system to be totally ordered.
Following Priifer we shall say a group G has finite rank 
r if every finitely generated subgroup can be generated by r 
elements and if r is the least positive integer with this 
property. If no such integer r exists the group has rank °°.
We shall write rank G = r or °°.
If £2 is a totally ordered set and G is an arbitrary group, 
a series of type ii of G is a set {Uo, VQ : a € fi} of pairs of 
subgroups, indexed by n, and satisfying
(i) Vo « Uc for all a € ft
(ii) UT 1 V0 if t < a .
(iii) G\{1} =
The groups Uo/Va are called the factors of the series. 
Such a series is called a normal series if the subgroups Uo 
and Vo are all normal subgroups of G and is a chief series if,
in addition, U /V is a minimal normal subgroup of G/V fora a a
each a € ft. The factors are then called chief factors of G.
If the factors of a series are all X -groups, for some fixed 
class X  , then the series is called an £  - series. Every nor­
mal series can be refined to a chief series, but Jordan-Holder 
theorems do not generally hold. In [37] there is a full dis­
cussion of series.
By the Hirsch-Plotkin theorem and Zorn's Lemma, every 
group possesses a unique maximal normal locally nilpotent sub­
group, p(G), which we call the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G.
If we define = p(G), R0+^/Ra = p(G/R0) for ordinals a and 
RT = U R„ for limit ordinals t , we can form the upper locally
0<T
nilpotent (or radical) series of G,
1 < Rl < R2 < . . . < R0 < . . . .
A group G will be called radical if G = R for some ordi­
nal y. In particular if G = Rr , for some integer n, G 6 PL?t 
and the least such n will be called the Fitting length of G.
If is an R-closed class of groups then each group
G possesses a unique normal subgroup, denoted by G^, minimal 
with respect to the factor group being an 36-group. We call 
G* the 3£ - residual of the group G.
An automorphism a of a group G is called a locally inner 
automorphism of G if, given any finite set of elements gj,
..., gn of G, there exists an element x £ G, depending on 
igl» •■•, gn> such that
a x r .
gi = gi £or 1 = 1..... n-
Two subgroups H and K of G are said to be locally conju­
gate in G if there exists a locally inner automorphism mapping
H onto K. Two Sylow bases S = {S ) and T = {T } are said to~ P ~ P
be locally conjugate if, for some locally inner automorphism 
a of G,
Sp01 = Tp for each prime p 6 n(G).
1.2. Locally Finite Groups with min-p
A group G is said to satisfy min, the minimum condition 
on subgroups, if every descending chain of subgroups of G
-6-
• • . Vterminates in finitely many steps. Thus every Cernikov group 
satisfies min. If p is a prime and every p-subgroup of G has 
min then G is said to satisfy min-p, the minimum condition on 
p-subgroups. In this section we shall outline some of the 
main results concerning locally finite groups satisfying min-p, 
for some (or all) prime(s) p. This class of groups has been 
the subject of much research activity in recent years, princi­
pally because of the following conjecture of V. P. Sunkov:
1.2.1. Conjecture: Every locally finite group G satisfying 
min-p for all primes p is locally soluble-by-finite (that is,
G contains a locally soluble subgroup of finite index).
The difficulty in trying to prove 1.2.1 is tied up with 
the fact that infinite simple groups may be involved. Once 
this restriction is removed it is possible to obtain a very 
precise structural result (which we state as 1.2.4) and this 
may provide the key to the more complex problem of 1.2.1. We 
remark that I. I. Pavlyuk, A. A. Safiro and V. P. Bunkov [36] 
have obtained a special case of 1.2.1.
In this thesis we are more concerned with Sylow theory 
in locally finite groups with min-p. Since a locally finite 
p-group is locally nilpotent and a locally nilpotent group 
satisfying min is Cernikov ([24] 1.G.4), it follows that the 
Sylow p-subgroups of a locally finite group satisfying min-p 
for some prime p are Cernikov groups. B. A. F. Wehrfritz 
[48] has shown that a locally finite group with min-p for 
some prime p has some well behaved Sylow p-subgroups. Using 
his methods he obtained the following very important result 
of Kargapolov [23].
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1.2.2. Theorem: Let G be a locally finite group satisfying 
min-p. Then |G : Op,p(G)| < °° if and only if G does not in­
volve an infinite simple group containing elements of order p.
Here, if tt is a set of primes, 0^(G) denotes the unique 
maximal normal w-subgroup of a group G, 0^ ^,(G)/O^(G) =
0^,(G/O^CG)) and so on.
Wehrfritz ([49] theorem 8) has shown that the class of 
locally finite groups satisfying min-p for some prime p is 
QS-closed. It is then easy to deduce from our previous re­
marks :
-so lu b le
1.2.3. Lemma: Let G be a locally finiteAgroup satisfying
Vmin-p for some prime p. Then G/0p,(G) is a Cernikov group.
It is easy to deduce, from 1.2.2, the following major 
structural result:
1.2.4. Theorem: Let G be a locally finite-soluble group 
satisfying min-p for all primes p. Then G has a radicable 
part G°. The factor group G/G° is residually finite and the 
Sylow p-subgroups of G/G° are finite, for all primes p.
We prove the following well known consequence.
1.2.5. Corollary: Suppose G is a locally finite-soluble 
group satisfying min-p for all primes p. If it is a finite 
set of primes then
(i) The Sylow ir-subgroups of G are conjugate.
(ii) The Sylow n subgroups of G are conjugate.
Proof: (i) Since it is a finite set of primes, the Sylow
-8-
lr-subgroups are Cernikov groups. Since O^fG) must contain the 
ir-radicable part of G, the result follows from Hall's theorem 
in the theory of finite soluble groups.
(ii) Since 0^ .,(G) = 0 0 , (G) and the extension of a Cernikov
pCm p
V  vgroup by a Cernikov group is again a Cernikov group ([24], 
1.E.7), G/O^CG) is a soluble Cernikov group and has finite 
Sylow it'-subgroups. The result follows by Hall's theorem. □
VActually, Sunkov [44] has shown that in a locally finite 
group satisfying min-p for all primes p, the Sylow p-subgroups 
are conjugate.
Throughout the rest of this thesis we shall let 3C denote 
the class of countable locally finite-soluble groups satisfy­
ing min-p for all primes p and we shall let 2/ denote the 
class of locally finite-soluble groups satisfying min-p for 
all primes p. R. Baer [1] (Folgerung 5.4) has shown that 
contains uncountable groups. We remark that, for sets of 
primes not satisfying the hypotheses of 1.2.5, the conclu­
sions of 1.2.5 go badly wrong and it is this which creates 
many of the difficulties in dealing with V -groups.
If G' denotes the derived subgroup of a group G, 
c(i+l) denotes the derived subgroup of G^^ and
Giu0 = n  G(i) then 1.2.3 implies G(w) = 1 for G € V . Thus 
i>l »
every 2^-group always has its derived series terminating in 
the trivial group. In contrast, there are 9C-groups G whose 
Hirsch-Plotkin radical is trivial, containing a proper sub­
group H isomorphic to G. A group is said to be co-Hopfian
if it contains no proper subgroup isomorphic to itself. In
-9-
much of this thesis we have been forced to consider only X- 
groups which are co-Hopfian.
If G is a countable locally finite-soluble group then it 
is well known that G has a Sylow generating basis (for a proof, 
see [18] (lemma 2.1)). In [11], P. A. Gol'berg extended the 
theorem of P. Hall on the conjugacy of the Sylow bases of a 
finite soluble group to the class of soluble Cernikov groups.
We shall repeatedly use this fact.
The example of Baer [1] (Satz 5.3) shows that in general 
a Sylow basis of an X -group need not be a Sylow generating 
basis, although for co-Hopfian 36-groups the equivalence of 
these two concepts is easily seen to be the same. Unfortu­
nately there are trivial examples of metabelian X -groups 
whose Sylow generating bases are not conjugate. However, Baer 
[1] (lemma 3.5) showed that for the class £ of j£-groups with 
finite Sylow p-subgroups for all primes p, the Sylow generat­
ing bases are locally conjugate. Massey [30] unsuccessfully 
tried to extend Baer's result to the class X,  but obtained 
some partial results in that direction.
At this point we introduce the concept of an inverse 
limit. Suppose I is a non-empty partially ordered index set 
and let (S^ : i € I} be a family of non-empty sets indexed by 
I. Suppose that if i <_ j (i, j € I) there is a map
°ij ' Sj + ®i such that 
(i) a-• = lc , the identity map on S,.1 1 O ^  1
(ii) If i, j, k € I with i <_ j < k then = a^.
The inverse limit of the system (Si, : i, j 6 I, i£ j)
-10-
of sets and mappings is a subset S of the cartesian product
C = Cr S- given by 
i€I 1
S = i(si) 6 C : if i £ j, «ijiSj) = si>.
We denote this inverse limit by j.im S^. If I is also 
directed. that is, given i, j € I there exists k 6 I such 
that i, j <_ k, then (S^, a^ j : i, j f I, i < j) will be called 
an inverse system.
In particular, if each is a group and a group
homomorphism then lim is a group. If is a topological 
space and is a continuous map then lim has a natural
topological space structure. Unfortunately the inverse limit 
of an inverse system may be empty. For our next result we 
give conditions when the inverse limit must be non-empty. A 
proof of this result can be found in [39] (theorem 2.1). A 
topological space is said to be Tj if points are closed.
1.2.6. Theorem: Let {S^, ct—  : i, j € I, i <_ j} be an in­
verse system of non-empty compact topological T^-spaces and 
closed, continuous maps. Then
(a) S = lim Si + 0
(b) The maps ct—  can be assumed to be surjective.
(c) The image of the canonical projection : S -*■
is B.(S) = 0 a.,(S,).
i<j J J
(d) If T t S then T = lim 6i(t) and if T cc S then 
T = ¿im Bid) = ¿im B± (T) .
(e) S is compact.
-11-
Here S has been given its natural topology as a subspace 
of a product. The notation T =c S means T is a closed subset 
of S and T means the closure of T in S. As a particular case, 
we obtain the well known theorem of KuroS [29] that the in­
verse limit of an inverse system of non-empty finite sets is 
non-empty.
Using 1.2.6 we shall obtain one of our main results,that 
the Sylow generating bases of an X -group are locally conju­
gate. Actually, two proofs of this result occur in this the­
sis. The second method is analogous to that of Baer who 
proved the result for E-groups.
The first method is analogous to that used in [19]. It 
is well known that a residually finite group can be embedded 
as a dense subgroup of a profinite group, an inverse limit of 
finite groups. In particular, if G is a E-group then it can 
be embedded as a dense subgroup of a prosoluble group, an in­
verse limit of finite soluble groups. As in [19] one can de­
fine a "generalised" Sylow basis of a prosoluble group and 
show that these are conjugate. By dropping back to the origi­
nal group, conjugacy in the "completion" (as the prosoluble 
group is called) induces local conjugacy in the original E- 
group.
We generalise this idea as follows. By a separating fil­
ter base If of a group G we shall mean a set of normal sub­
groups satisfying:
(i) If N 6 Jf, G/N is a Cernikov group.
(ii) If L, M i If there exists N € // such that N < L fl M.
(iii) n{N : N fe AT) = 1.
-12-
Thus G possesses a separating filter base if and only if 
G is a residually Cernikov group. We shall call G a co- 
Cernikov group relative to //* and regard G as a topological 
space with
{Hx : x € G and there exists N € M such that N < H £ G}
as a closed sub-base. Thus the closed subsets of G are inter­
sections of finite unions of certain cosets of G. We shall 
let (G,Af) denote that G is a co-Cernikov group relative to U 
and the topology determined by will be called a co-Cernikov 
topology. Of course G will possess many such topologies, 
depending on N. By a pro-Cernikov group we shall simply mean
van inverse limit of Cernikov groups.
We shall show that every co-Cernikov group can be embedded 
as a dense subgroup of a pro-Cernikov group. In particular 
1.2.3 implies that every $ -group can be thought of as a
■vdense subgroup of a pro-Cernikov group. J. Parker [35] has 
already shown how useful this can be for the 2 - groups of Baer.
In chapters 2 and 3 we give some of the very elementary 
properties of co-Cernikov groups. Many of the results we ob­
tain are already well known for cofinite groups (see [19]).
In chapter 4 the main result on Sylow generating bases is de­
duced.
1.3. Formation Theory
With hindsight, the theory of formations in finite solu­
ble groups really began with the famous result of Sylow that 
every finite group has Sylow p-subgroups all of which are 
conjugate. This work was then extended by P. Hall, but the
real impetus that made Formation theory into such an important 
part of the theory of finite soluble groups was provided by 
the result of R. W. Carter [3]. He showed that every finite 
soluble group possesses a unique conjugacy class of nilpotent 
self normalising subgroups, which subsequently became known 
as Carter subgroups. W. Gaschiitz [9] formalised all this work 
using the concept of a "saturated formation". He showed that 
a finite soluble group always contained " 3?-projectors*, for 
«F a saturated formation, and that these subgroups were al­
ways conjugate.
In order to generalise P. Hall's idea of a basis normal- 
iser, R. W. Carter and T. 0. Hawkes [4] used the formation 
theoretic idea to define the " ■jf-normalisers" of a finite 
soluble group. These turned out to be conjugate subgroups 
and were intimately related to the Y-projectors of Gaschutz; 
every \J"-normaliser was contained in an ^-projector and 
every ^-projector contained an ^-normaliser. Moreover, in 
certain classes the two concepts were the same.
As far as we are concerned, the next important turn of 
events came when S. E. Stonehewer [40] generalised Carter's 
original result to the class of locally finite-soluble groups 
whose Hirsch-Plotkin radical had finite index. This result 
was generalised in [42] when a theory of saturated formations 
was obtained. In the locally finite case however it was con­
venient to define the formations "locally"; Gaschutz and 
Lubeseder [10] had already shown that this was equivalent to 
the original definition of Gaschutz in the case of finite 
soluble groups.
-14-
Stonehewer [41] also generalised Carter's result to the 
class of locally soluble FC-groups except that in this case 
conjugacy of the various subgroups was replaced by local con- 
jugacy. Subsequently, M. J. Tomkinson [46] obtained the full 
formation theoretic generalisation of Stonehewer's result, 
at least for locally finite-soluble FC-groups.
A further generalisation of Carter's result was obtained 
by B. A. F. Wehrfritz [47] for the class of all homomorphic 
images of periodic soluble linear groups.
All the previous theories, except the FC-case, were uni­
fied in the paper of Gardiner, Hartley and Tomkinson [8], who 
introduced a class U  of locally finite groups in which the 
Sylow theory was very well behaved. This process of formali­
sation was carried a stage further by A. A. Klimowicz in a 
series of papers. In [25] he defined a class 223 of locally 
finite groups. In each 33J-group the Sylow structure was 
"well behaved" and was permuted transitively by a group of 
automorphisms of the 2B -group. This theory accounted for 
all previous theories, even the FC-case (see [26]). In [27] 
and [28] Klimowicz, in an axiomatic setting, gave conditions 
for a group to possess ^-projectors.
J. Parker then established a theory of formations in the 
class of cofinite groups in which the finite factor groups 
were soluble. His results were applied to the class of E- 
groups, although some topological restrictions were necessary. 
In chapters 5, 6 and 7 we show how to generalise Parker's re­
sults on E-groups, omitting most of the topological restric­
tions. Chapter 5 contains many standard proofs of results
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known to be true in other classes of groups. In chapter 6, we 
discuss " 2f-proj ectors" in X -groups and in chapter 7 an alter­
native characterisation of these is given using the concept of 
an " abnormal" subgroup.
We shall now define our notation and terminology used in 
the formation theory that follows.
If H/K is a chief factor of a group G, Ag(H/K) will de­
note the group of automorphisms induced by G on H/K. Thus 
Ag (H/K) = G/Cq CH/K). If G f (J, p is a prime and A  is some
class of groups then we define
Cq ( ft, »p)
(
-
\
D{Cg (H/K) : H/K is a p-chief factor 
G such that Ag (H/K) 6 &}.
G if no such chief factor exists.
of
We shall call CG(ft,p) the (ft ,p)-centraliser of G.
If 3  is a Q-closed subclass of , a subclass S  of ^  
will be called a (P,p) - preformation if 
(i) is Q-closed.
(ii) If G 6 J) then G/CG(#.P) 6 S .
Also S  is a P - formation if
(i) ÎJ is a Q-closed subclass of
(ii) D n  Rfc < S-
Thus every J)-formation is a ( D  >P)-preformation. If tt 
is a non-empty set of primes, a D  -preformation function f, 
defined on tt , associates with each p 6 tt a (P ,p)-preforma­
tion f(p). The saturated P-formation defined locally by f is
n n n  G „ f ( p )  •pfcTT p y
-16-
I£ f is a Q-preformation function then the (f(p),p)- 
centraliser of a group G will usually be called the f(p)- 
centraliser of the group and will be denoted by Cp or Cp(G).
If ^  is any class of groups a ^-proj ector of a group 
G is aj) -subgroup H of G such that, whenever H <_ K G,
L < K and K/L é » then K = HL.
The rest of the terminology used will be explained as
the need arises.
-17-
CHAPTER 2. CO-CERNIKOV GROUPS
In this chapter we give the basic definitions and elemen­
tary properties of co-Cernikov groups that will be used in the 
rest of this thesis. The main aim of this chapter will be to 
prove that the compact co-Cernikov groups are precisely the 
pro-Cernikov groups.
If G is a Cernikov group then we can regard G as a topo­
logical space with (Hx : x £ G, H < Gl as a closed sub-base.
We shall call this topology the coset topology of G. Thus
v  VG is a co-Cernikov group relative to {1} and every co-Cernikov 
topology on G gives rise to the coset topology. The coset 
topology is analogous to the V-topology, a subtopology of the 
Zariski topology of an affine algebraic group, defined in [39] 
(p. 188) and to the coset topology of a finite dimensional 
Lie Algebra, as studied in [5]. We shall see that the coset 
topology makes G into a compact T.-space. We require infor­
mation about various maps between Cernikov groups and the 
following lemma will be useful.
n m
2.1. Lemma: Suppose G is a group and U H.x. c |J K.y. are 
----------  i = l 1 1  i~ 1
finite unions of cosets of subgroups of G. Suppose further 
that each subgroup contains no proper subgroups of finite 
index. Then, given an integer s <_ n, there exists an integer 
.i " t, dependent on s, such that Hg <_ Kt and Hgxs c Ktyt> More­
over, for this t, Hg = Kt if and only if Hgxs = Ktyt.
Proof: Let s < n. Then
-18-
Hsxs = H x s s (ä v J
m
U (Hsxs i = l s s
n KiXi)
Hence
mU (H 
i = l , n
Since Hg fl K ^ x “1 is either empty or a coset of Hg fl K^ , 
Hg is a finite union of cosets of the subgroups Hg fl Kj (i =
1, ..., m). By B. H. Neumann [34] (4.4), there exists t such 
that |Hg : Hg fl | < °° and by the assumptions on Hg it follows 
that
Hs < Kt . for this t.
Also Hsxs n V t  * * => Ktxs n V
• V s  = V
since the cosets of a subgroup are equal or disjoint. Hence
Hsxs £ Ktxs = V t  for this t-
Suppose Hg = Kt. Then 0 0 Hsxs n Ktyt = Hsxs n Hsyt’ 
Hence, as above, Hgxs = Hgyt = Ktyt •
Conversely, if Hgxs = Ktyt t i^en>
Ktyt = Hsxs c Ktxs 50 a*ain Ktyt “ V s  
and hence Hg = Kt as required. □
We note that if H < G, a fernikov group, then there is 
a finite subgroup F of H so that H = H°F, where H° is the 
radicable part of H. Thus, if x € G, Hx = U{H°fx : f £ F} 
and hence every closed set in G is an intersection of a finite 
union of cosets of radicable subgroups of G.
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A topological space T is called Noetherian if every de­
scending chain of closed subsets of T terminates in finitely 
many steps. This is equivalent to requiring that every ascend­
ing chain of open subsets of T terminates in finitely many 
steps, hence the terminology.
2.2. Lemma: Let G be a Cernikov group with coset topology. 
Then every closed subset of G is a finite union of cosets of 
radicable subgroups of G.
Proof: We note first that the remark following 2.1 implies
that every closed subset of G is an intersection of a finite 
union of cosets of radicable subgroups of G. To prove the 
result we first show that if 5 is a descending chain of finite 
unions of cosets of radicable subgroups of G then £ terminates 
in finitely many steps.
Let G° be the radicable part of G and put rank G°= r < “ . 
Then, if K is a radicable subgroup of G, rank K £ r.
If A = U H .x . is a typical term of £ (with H. radicable, 
i = l 1 1
x. 6 G for i = 1, ..., n) then we can associate with A an
number of subgroups (1 £ i £ n) of rank j. So we obtain a 
map
n
ordered (r+l)-tuple, (ar, ar-i» ••• 9 a ), in which a. is the o j
<p : £ *  N 0 x . . .  x 1N0
(r+1) times
We note that under the lexicographic ordering:
••• 9
-20-
« there exists j such that aj < bj and 
for all i > j,
INq x ••• x 1N0 is a well ordered set.
(r+1) times
Without loss of generality we may assume: 
n
If ,^ Hixi  ^^  ancl i f j then H^x^ jt Hjxj (*)
Suppose B = U K.y. is another term of & with A c B. We 
i=l 1 1
shall show by induction on n that
A ^ B » <}> (A) J <KB).
The case n = 1 is clear, so we assume n > 1. Let H be 
a subgroup such that rank Hg rank for i = 1, n. We
may assume that rank Hg >_ rank for i = 1..... .. otherwise
<t>(A)  ^ <{>(B) is clear. Then by 2.1 there exists a subgroup Kt 
such that Hg = Kt and Hgxs = Ktyt> Now
n m
C = U H.x. = U K.y. = D by (*) , 
i=l 1 1 f i=l 1 1 
i^s i^t
so by induction, <t>(C)  ^ <KD). It is now clear from the defini­
tion of the lexicographic ordering that 4>(A)  ^ KB).
It follows that S cannot be infinite and strictly descend­
ing otherwise $ could be applied to the terms of & to obtain 
an infinite, strictly descending chain of elements in a well 
ordered set, which is impossible. Hence <S must be finite.
It now follows from the remarks at the beginning of the 
proof and the distributive laws of set theory that every
closed subset of G is a finite union of cosets of radicable 
subgroups of G. □
2.3. Corollary: Suppose G is a Cernikov group with coset 
topology. Then
(i) G is Noetherian.
(ii) G is compact.
Proof: (i) The argument in 2.2 shows that G is Noetherian.
(ii) Every Noetherian space is clearly compact.
2.4. Lemma: Let G, H be Cernikov groups with coset topologies:
(i) If K £ G then xK G, for all x 6 G.
(ii) If <f> : G G is defined by <t>(x) = x for all x 6 G, 
then <(> is closed and continuous.
(iii) If 0 : G + H is a homomorphism then 0 is closed and 
continuous.
(iv) If y £ G and c*y, By : G -*■ G are defined by oiy(x) = 
xy, 0y(x) = yx, for all x £ G, then ay and By are 
both closed and continuous.
-1
Proof: (i) Note that xK = Kx x, which is closed by defini­
tion.
(ii) Clear.
(iii) The result follows by 2.2.
(iv) Clear. Q
One might hope that a Cernikov group with coset topology 
was Hausdorff also, but the following example shows that this 
is generally not the case.
-21-
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2.5. Example: Let G = Cp«, and suppose x f y € G. Suppose 
there exist open sets U, V i 0 such that x 6 U, y £ V and
U fl V = 0. Then -SU U <5V = G. Since -SU, -8V are closed, they 
are finite unions of cosets by 2.2. It follows by [34] (4.4) 
that G has a subgroup of finite index. Hence G = iU or G = -8V, 
a contradiction.
VThis example also shows that Cernikov groups with coset 
topology need not be topological groups, in this topology.
V VFor, every co-Cernikov group with a co-Cernikov topology is 
evidently T^; but in the above example G cannot be a topologi­
cal group since this would contradict the equivalence of (i) 
and (v) in proposition 3(i§) of [20], However, for our pur-
Vposes, it is the compactness of a Cernikov group that is im­
portant .
2.6. Proposition: Let (G,.W) be a co-Cernikov group and let 
S’ be the closed sub-base determined by if. If H < G then
H = fl{HN : N 6 H) = n(HK : K 6 ? and K < G).
In particular H G and if H < G then IT <c G.
Proof: If N t W, N < HN < G so HN ^  G by definition of (G,/0- 
Hence H <_ f){HN : N t /() <_c G so
H c D{HN : N € .
Conversely, H is closed and hence H niti
for
some index set I, elements xi;j 6 G, subgroups of G(with
Nij — Kij ^or some Nij ^)ant* ni è »0- Put
As an easy consequence we have
2.7. Corollary: If (G,W) is a co-Cernikov group thenH G 
if and only if G = NH for all N € Af.
The following extension of 2.4 is easily established.
2.8. Lemma: Let (G,A/) and (H,Al) be co-Cernikov groups. (i)
(i) If K <_ G and there exists N 6 Af such that N £ K
then xK is a closed set, for all x € G.
(ii) If <(> : G -*■ G denotes inversion then <(> is closed and
continuous.
(iii) If oty> ey : G -*■ G are defined by ay (x) = xy and
By(x) = yx, for x, y C G, then ay and By are both 
closed and continuous.
-24-
We shall fix the following notation for the rest of this 
chapter. Let (G^, : i, j € 1} be an inverse system of
vCernikov groups, with coset topologies, and group homomor- 
phisms, indexed by a set I. Thus if i > j there is a homomor­
phism 0j ^ -*■ Gj . Let G = ^im G^, a pro-Cernikov group,
and let H = Cr G-. Give G and H their usual topologies. 
i6I 1
Let a : G -*• H denote the inclusion map, 0^ : H -*■ G^ the i**1 
projection map and = 0^ o a. Put = ker 0^, = ker Yj
and // = {N^ : i 6 I}. The following properties are then imme­
diately established.
2.9. Lemma: (i) M. ~ Cr G. 
1 )*i J
for all i 6 I.
(ii) Mi n G = Na for all i € I.
(iii) n M. = 1. i 61 1
(iv) II•H2HH
Cvu•H
(V) Ni 1 Nj if i >_ j •
2.10. Lemma:
(i) The maps a, 0it Yj, 0^ are continuous for i, j 6
(ii) The left and right translation maps in G and H are
continuous.
(iii) For each i > j, 0 ^  is a closed map.
(iv) If Mj < L < H then L ^  H for each i € I.
(v) If N. < L < G then L < G for each i 61 — — ~c I.
Proof; Parts (i) , (ii) and (iii) are trivial using elementary 
topology and 2.4 (see [38] for example).
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Civ) With the usual identifications H = Mj x Gj so L =
1"* k) by Dedekind's Law. Since has the coset 
topology and H has its usual topology, L is a cartesian pro­
duct of closed sets so is closed.
(v) If N. < L < G then M. < M.L < H so M.L < H by (iv).
Since G has subspace topology, 2.9(ii) implies
L = M.L n G < G i —c
and the result follows. □
To prove the main result of this section we shall require
1 . 2 . 6 .
iSOMOCpWlC fco
2.11. Theorem: A group K is^a pro-Cernikov group if and only 
if for some separating filter base M., (K,M.) is a compact co- 
Cernikov group.
Proof: (*») With the usual notation we may write K = G =
j-im G^. By 2.3(ii) and 2.4(iii), the hypotheses of 1.2.6 
are satisfied and by 1.2.6(b) and (c) we may assume that the 
Yj are surjective.
Let t be the co-Cernikov topology induced on G by J/ and 
let a denote the natural subspace topology on G. Then by 
1.2.6(e), (G,o) is a compact space. To prove the result it 
now suffices to show that o = t . By 2.10(v), if L G
then L < (G,o). Hence sub-basic closed sets in t  are closed 
in a so r co. On the other hand if L < Gj and g £ Gj then 
(Lg x m a) fl G is a sub-basic closed set in a and
0 G < (L x Mi ) fl G.
Thus (L x M^) fl G (G,t). Since the are surjective,
2.8(iii) implies that (Lg x Mi) n G £=c (G,t) and hence a = t , 
as required.
(<=) Let (K,Ai) be a compact co-Cernikov group, for some sepa­
rating filter base Put M. = {Hi : i € J} for some index
set J and order J via:
j < i « < Hj.
Thus, for j <_ i, there is a map iJjj ^ : K/H^ -*■ K/H^ and 
{K/H^, ipj ^  : i, j £ J} is an inverse system of Cernikov 
groups and group homomorphisms. Put L = j.im K/IP and define 
i : K + L by
$(g) = (gH^ 6 L, for each g € K.
Then 4> is clearly a monomorphism, since W  is a filter 
base. It now suffices to show that t is a surjection so let 
CgiHi)  ^L.
If {H. : 1 < j r) is any finite set of elements of M.
there exists f W such that
H, < H. (1 ... OH. , whence i,, .... ir < k. 
k X 1 xr
Also ^ ( g ^ )  = gjHj = gjHj if j < i so gkHk c g ^ H ^
for j = 1.....r. Hence the set igiHi)iej has the finite
intersection property and since (K,.H) is compact, it follows 
that
0{giHi : i 6 J) + 0-
-26-
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If g is an element of this intersection then it is clear
2,12. Corollary: Let (K..M.) be a co-Cernikov group. Then K
Proof: Let H  = (H^ : i 6 J} and let J be an index set ordered
lim K/H^. By 2.11, L together with a suitable separating fil­
ter base, (which can easily be written down), is a compact co­
topology and L is given its natural topology.
The map 4> : K -*• L given by <J>(g) = (gH^ (for g 6 K) is
certainly an embedding of K in L since /l is a separating fil­
ter base, so it suffices to prove $(K) is dense in L.
Let U be a basic open subset of L so that U = L H Cr X.1C. T 1
with K/H^ and, for all but finitely many i, Xj = K/H^.
To show that 4>(K) is dense in L, we need to show that Ufl4>(K)
are the indices for which XA i K/H^, there exists m € J such 
that
W vce $ (U p  - 4 ( K ) n ( f  Or/M; is in -tbe f i l l « '  base for £(k). S im iM j
a
We now show that a co-Cernikov group can always be em­
bedded as a dense subgroup of a compact co-Cernikov group.
can be embedded as a dense subgroup of a pro-Cernikov group.
by j £ i if and only if £ Hj , for i, j £ J. Put L
Cernikov group when, for each i, K/H^ is given its coset
i£J
C r  X. 0 4>(K) + 0. 
i£J 1
If (g i H .) € Cr X. (1 L and i,.....i
1 1 i€J 1
n ... n ha
r
Then, for this m, ( e  H.) £ $(K) H Cr X.. Also $ >S closed
$  is  continuous.
Using the notation of 2.12 let : L K/Hj be the natu­
ral projection map. If $ is the embedding defined in 2.12, we 
can prove, in a similar manner to the proof of that corollary, 
with the notation of 2.12
2.13. Lemma: For each i € J, C>fHi) = ker (j>
Any compact co-Cernikov group (L,J>) containing (K,JU.) as 
a dense subgroup will be called a completion of (K,,M). (Thus 
the topology induced by iP on K is the same as that induced by 
iM.. ) We shall prove in 2.23 a result analogous to theorem 2.1 
of [19] . Before doing this we give some further elementary 
properties of co-Cernikov groups. We first give two obvious 
methods of constructing co-Cernikov groups from a given co- 
Cernikov group (K,^ t). If L £ K then let L D M  = (LflM: M6.M.J 
and if L < K let ML/L = {ML/L : M € X}.
2.14. Proposition: Suppose (K,M) is a co-Cernikov group and
>✓L < K. Then (L, M  D L) is a co-Cernikov group and the co- 
Cernikov topology induced by M  D L is the subspace topology.
The proof is trivial and is omitted.
2.15. Proposition: If (K..M.) is a co-Cernikov group and 
L <c K then (K/L, ML/L) is a co-Cernikov group.
Proof: This follows since ML/L is a separating filter base
for K/L by 2.6. The co-Cernikov topology defined on K/L then 
has as a closed sub-base the set
{(F/U’Lx : there exists M € M such that ML £ F}. D
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It is easily seen that the co-Cernikov topology defined 
on K/L in 2.15 is the quotient topology. Because of 2.14 and 
2.15 one might ask whether the product topology on a cartesian 
product of co-Cernikov groups yields a co-Cernikov topology.
A positive answer would give, together with 2.14, a direct 
proof of the necessity of 2.11. However the following easy 
example shows this is not true.
Let K =“ Cp00, the unique infinite locally cyclic p-group. 
Let x be the product topology of K x K, induced by the coset 
topology on K and let o be the coset topology defined onK * K, 
Then t  / o. For let A = {(a,a) : a £ K}. Then A is certainly 
o-closed but is not r-closed. Otherwise there would exist 
subgroups , C^ of K and elements x^, y^ £ K such that
A = fl{ ( U (B-x. x K)) U ( U (K x C-y •)) } . 
finite finite
Then by [34] (4.4) there exists i such that either 
|A : A 0 (B± x K) | < » or |A : A fl (K x C±) | < «. Since A is 
radicable it follows that either A < Bi x K or A < K x Cj for 
this i and hence A = K x K, a contradiction.
The following three results, although straightforward, 
are very important for the applications in chapters 3 and 4.
2.16, Lemma: Let (K,X) be a co-Cernikov group and suppose
L <a K with K/L a Cernikov group. Then there exists M £ X  c
such that M <_ L.
Proof: If X  = (Hi : i £ J) then by 2.6,
L = fl{LHi : i £ J) .
But K/L has the minimal condition on subgroups and so there
are subgroups Hj, Hn 6 M, such that L = fl LH. . Since M,
i = l 1
is a separating filter base there is an M U  such that
n
M < il H. < L , as required. □
i = l 1 ~
2.17. Corollary: If (K„M.) is a co-Cernikov group, L <t K with
K/L Cernikov and L < M < K then M < K.
—  —  — c
Proof: The proof is clear from 2.16 and the definition of the
co-Cernikov topology induced on K by Ji.
2.18. Lemma: Let (K,,R) be a co-Cernikov group and L <_ K. If
(L, L n >1) is compact then L K.
Proof: By 2.6, L = fl{LM : M € Ji}. If x £ L then x £ LM for
each M € A. Hence L fl xM / 0 and L fl xM cc L since L has sub­
space topology. Moreover, since W is a separating filter
base, fL (1 xM : M £ W  has the finite intersection property.
Hence by the compactness of L,
0 / n{L n xM : M £ M  = L n {x}.
So we must have x £ L and L is closed. □
Thus in a compact co-Cernikov group, closed subgroups and 
compact subgroups are precisely the same thing.
We shall now prove our generalisation of 2.1 of [19]. We 
give some preliminary results first, all of which are well 
known in the cofinite case.
2.19. Lemma: Let (K,X) be a co-Cernikov group and L K.
Then NK(L) K.
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Proof: If M t W, define N^/M = NK ,^M(LM/M) . We shall show
Nk (L) = fl{NM : M € .M.} K. If x 6 fl{NM : M € M  then LXM =
LM for all M £ W. Since L, Lx £c K, 2.6 implies Lx = L. Thus 
x £ Nj^ (L) . The reverse inclusion is obvious. □
2.20. Lemma: Suppose (K..M0 is a co-Cernikov group.
(i) If N K then the natural map a : -*•
(K/N, .MN/N) is continuous.
(ii) If (L,£) is a co-Cernikov group and a : (K..M.)-* (L,/.) 
is a continuous epimorphism then given M <c L with 
L/M Cernikov there exists N <c K with K/N Cernikov 
and a(N) = M.
Proof: (i) This is clear from the definitions.
(ii) Let a-1(M) = N. Since a is continuous, N <jc K. Since 
a is an epimorphism, a(N) = M and clearly K/N is a Cernikov 
group. CD
2.21. Lemma: Suppose (K,X) is a co-Cernikov group and A, B 
are subsets of K. Then
A Is c M  .
Proof: For each b € B, Ab c AB and since K isTj^Sb c AB.
Thus AB c Afi .
Hence AB s SE .
Applying the first part of the argument with A and B inter­
changed gives
S I t M  . Ci
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2.22. Lemma: Let (K,,M) be a co-Cernikov group and (K,£) a 
completion o£ K (thus £ fl K induces the same topology on K as 
Ms does) .
(i) If T = (M <c K : K/M is Cernikov} then
? “ {M : M 6 !P} = (M <>c K : K/M is Cernikov}.
(ii) If M £ <P then M = M fl K.
Proof: (i) Let £ = (L^ : i 6 J} be the separating filter base.
If M «c K and K/M is Cernikov there exists L^ < M by 2.16. Let
Q. = {L^ € £ : L. <_ M}. Then Q_ is a separating filter base for
M. For if L. fc L, L. fl L. contains some L. 6 £. Thus L. i. Q_.
J J K 1 1
If x 6 n{L : L t 0) then x 6 L- and hence x € L-. Thus m m  l j
x 6 fl{L : L t £} = 1 and hence Q is a filter base, m m
Now N = M fl K <c K and K/N is Cernikov. Also N <_ M. We
show N = M. For each L^ 6 Q_, K = KLj by 2.7 so by the Dedekind
law
M = Li(M D K) = LAN .
Since Q is a separating filter base for M, N M and 
hence M = N.
Suppose now N « K and K/N is Cernikov. Since N K, 
N^(N) <c K. Also if g 6 K then N = Ng < N8. Hence N = Ng 
and K < N^(N). It follows, since K <d K, that N <c K. More­
over, since K is compact 2.20(i) implies K/N is compact and 
since £N/N is a filter base for K/N it follows, in a similar 
fashion to the proof of 2.11, that
K/N - lim (K/N) / (L^N/N) - lim K/L^.
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However K = KL^ and L^M = L^N. Thus
K/N = lim KLi/LiN = lim K/(K f> LiN) = lim K/N(K n Li). (1)
(We here use standard facts about inverse limits.) However 
(K fl i)N/N is a filter base for the Cernikov group K/N, which 
is its own completion. Thus the right hand side of (1) is 
isomorphic to K/N. Hence K/JT is a Cernikov group and (i) 
follows.
(ii) Clearly N £ fT fl K. However K has subspace topology so 
there exists C <c K such that C fl K = N. Hence H £ C and 
N n K £ C n K = N. The result follows. □
We can now prove the result we have been seeking. Our 
proof is similar to that of Hartley [19] .
2.23. Theorem: Let (K„M) be a co-Cernikov group contained as 
a dense subgroup of the compact co-Cernikov group (K,?*) . Let 
(L, £) be any compact co-Cernikov group and a : (K,A) ■+ (L,£) 
a continuous homomorphism. Then
(i) a can be uniquely extended to a continuous homomor­
phism a : (K,?) -*■ (L,£) .
(ii) a(K) = a(K).
(iii) a is injective if and only if a is an algebraic and 
topological embedding and in that case a is an alge­
braic and topological isomorphism between If and a(K).
Proof: To begin we prove that if a is any continuous koinomorpW,»«»
«xU«£«jto ^ then -(]?) „ For, Y is compact so a(K) is com-
 ^ ____  _
pact and hence is closed by 2.18. Thus a(K) £ a(lC) .
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Conversely, K <x ''(o<Ck )) aadsiftce «( k 'J ,s d o s e d
is  continuous } i"t follows -tkat k  ^ ^ " '(^ C k )) .
He^ce ^ ( K -) $ °^(K) and equality holds.
Thus (ii) is established and we may clearly also assume a(K)
= L, so a(K) is dense in L.
We now show the existence of at most one continuous ex­
tension a of a from K to K. Let £ be the set of closed normal 
subgroups M of K such that K/M is Cernikov. If g £ Y , a(g) € 
a(gR) for all M € Q_.
Thus ia(g)} c n a(gR) (1)
M£Q.
We show the right hand side of (1) has just a single
point. For, if x € D  a(gH) then g £ fl a~*(x)R. Since a is
M££ M£Q.
continuous and L is a T^-space, 2.6 and 2.2Z imply g £ a *(x). 
Hence x = a(g) so the right hand side of (1) has a single 
point.
Since 1? = KR, gR fl K  ^ 0 and if x £ gR H K
xM fl K = x(R OK) = xM by 2.22(ii).
Thus xR = (gR fl K) . Since ^0 o<(gRn<) kas a single pointy the . 
argu nig n-t below cwd
a(gR) - a(gR n K) - a(gR n K) = a(gR fl K) .
It follow tUt ia(g)} “ H a(gR 0 K). (2)
M62
We have now determined a uniquely in terms of a.
To show a exists, we shall show that the right hand side 
of (2) is a single point for all g t K.
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If M 6 a then 2.22(i) and K ^  K imply gM n K 0 0 for 
each g £ lC. The set {gM fl K : M € Q) therefore has the finite 
intersection property and hence so does the set 
{a(gM f) K) : M fc £}. It follows, by the compactness of L that
H  a(gM n K) 0 0 .
Suppose x, y 6 fl a(gM D K). Since gM D K 0 0, there 
Mt&
exists h £ K such that
gM n K = hM n K = h(M n K) = hM.
Thus x, y € a(hM) = a(h)a(M), since a is a homomor­
phism. Hence xy * fc a(M) for all M i J. However 0 a(M) = 1
M££
by 2.20(ii) and 2.22(i). Hence x = y, so H a(gM D K) has
M££
exactly one point, as required. Thus we define a : (K\f) -+
(L,/) by a(g) = O a(gM n K), for each g € K.
Mt£
If g t K then a(gM D K) = a(gM) = a(g)a(M). Thus a(g) £
fi a (gM n K) so a(g) = a(g) and a extends a.
M££
We now show a is a homomorphism. Suppose g, h £ K and 
M £ £. Since a is a homomorphism it is clear that
a(gM 0 K)-a(hM fl K) c a(ghM 0 K) .
Hence by 2.21,
a(gM fl K) *a(hM 0 K) c a(ghM n K) .
Intersecting over all M £ Q gives (a(g)}•(a(h)) c (a(gh)) and 
hence a(gh) = a(g)a(h) as required.
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Now we show a is continuous. Since a is a homomorphism 
and because of 2.20(ii), 2.22(i) and the definition of the 
co-Cernikov topology on L, it is sufficient to show
a(R) < £TMT for all M £ Q_ . (3)
Suppose g £ M, N £ £ and N < M. Then
a(gtf n K) £ a(H fl K) = i W  by 2.2Z(ii).
Intersecting over all such N, we obtain
a(g) £ a(M).
Hence (3) follows.
If a is an injection, it is a closed continuous bijection 
between the compact groups K and a(K), by (ii), and hence is 
a topological and algebraic isomorphism. Hence a is an alge­
braic and topological embedding.
Finally we suppose a is an algebraic and topological em­
bedding. Let g £ ker a. Then by definition of a,
1 £ a(gM D K) for all M £ 2 .
Since a determines a topological isomorphism between K 
and a(K) , a(gM fl K) a(K). Thus
a(gfl n K) fl a(K) = a(gM fl K) for each M £ Q. .
Hence 1 £ a(gR fl K) and since a is injective 1 £ gM fl K. Thus
g £ M for each M £ Q., so intersecting over all such M and
using 2.22 (i) , it follows that g = 1, so a is injective. □
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CHAPTER 3. SYLOW THEORY IN PRO-CERNIKOV GROUPS
In this chapter we shall show that the classical theorems 
of Sylow and Hall in finite group theory can be extended to 
the class of pro-Cernikov groups. The theory we develop is 
analogous to that established by E. Bolker [2] for profinite 
groups. Our approach,however,uses many of the methods of J. 
Parker [35] and B. Hartley [19]. The main difference is that 
instead of using the theorem of Kuros [29] on inverse limits 
of finite sets, we have been forced to use 1.2.6. This in­
volves some technicalities in ensuring that the correct topolo­
gies are induced, but these are easily overcome.
Some discussion is also included concerning formation 
theory in pro-Cernikov groups. We shall briefly indicate that 
if projectors are defined in the correct way (that is, via the 
Cernikov factor groups) then much of the well known theory es­
tablished by Gaschiitz [9] can be extended to subclasses of 
pro-Cernikov groups.
To begin, we generalise the idea of a ir-group. Let tt be 
a set of primes. A co-Cernikov group (G,Af) will be called a 
generalised ir-group if G/N is a ir-group (in the usual sense) 
for all N <c G with G/N Cernikov. This is analogous to the 
concept used in [19], although there the term "generalised" is 
omitted.
3.1. Lemma: Let (G..V) be a co-Cernikov group. Then (G..V) is 
a generalised ir-group if and only if G/N is a ir-group for all 
N 6 /f.
Proof: This follows from the definitions and 2.16.
The idea of a generalised ir-group certainly depends on 
the filter base involved. For example, if (g) is the infinite 
cyclic group it has the filter bases /f = {<g2l> : i > 1} and 
X “ ((g^ ) : i 1} • However ((g) ,-M.) is a generalised 2-group 
and ((g),Jt) is a generalised 3-group. We give several elemen­
tary properties of generalised ir-groups. A generalised ir-group 
that is a subgroup of a co-Cernikov group (G,J^ ) will be 
called a generalised ir-subgroup of (G,^).
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3.2. Lemma: Let (G,»W) be a co-Cernikov group and it a set of 
primes.
(i) If (Gj.N') is a generalised ir-group and H <_ G then 
(H, H n is a generalised ir-group.
(ii) If (G,^) is a generalised n-group and K <j H G 
then (H/K, (H fl //*)K/K) is a generalised ir-group.
(iii) If {(H±, Hj fi if) : i £ II is a set of generalised
u-subgroups of (G,J^ ), totally ordered by inclusion, then
( U H- , ( (J H-) D >Af) is a generalised n- subgroup of (G,.W) .
i€l 1 ifcl
(iv) If (H, H n W) is a generalised ir-subgroup of (G„W) 
then so is (H, H n <AT) .
(v) The product of every set of normal generalised ir-sub- 
groups of (G,.W) is a normal generalised n-subgroup of (G,//“).
Proof: (i) If N € then H/H n N ~ HN/N £ G/N, a n-group by
hypothesis. Hence, since (H, H (lif) is a co-Cernikov group, 
it is a generalised ir-group by 3.1.
(ii) The proof is similar to (i) using 2.15 and 3.1.
(iii) Suppose L < U H- = M say, with M/L a Cernikov
c i€l
group. For each i € I, L n Hj <c Hj by 2.14. Moreover
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Hi/Hi D L is a Cernikov u-group by hypothesis. Hence M/L is
the union of the ascending chain of ir-subgroups H^L/L and so
is a Tr-group. Thus ( U H. , ( U H.) n tW) is a generalised tt-
i€l i€I * 1subgroup of (G.W1).
(iv) By 2.6, H <_ G. Suppose N <c H and H/N is a Cernikov 
group. Then H n N <c H and H/H n N is a Cernikov ir-group by 
hypothesis. Since the closure of H in IT is precisely IT, 2.7 
and 2.16 imply FT = HN so FT/N is a tr-group. Hence (IT, IT n W)
is a generalised ir-subgroup of (G,,W) .
(v) It suffices to show that if (L, L n V) and (M, MflW)
are normal generalised ir-subgroups of then so is
(LM, LM fl Jt) . If N 6 N then L/L f) N and M/M D N are ir-groups. 
Hence (LM n LN)/LM fl N and (LM D MN)/ LM n N are ir-groups. Thus 
their product LM/LM n N is also a u-group and the result fol­
lows by 3.1. □
If (G,.W) is a co-Cernikov group let (G,.W) denote the 
unique largest normal generalised v-subgroup of (G,.W). By 
3.2(v) this concept is well defined.
3.3. Lemma: Let (G,W) be a co-Cernikov group and tt a set of
primes. Then
(i) Q„(G,Ar) <c (G,AT).
(ii) O^G) < (G./T) -
(iii) For all p € w, 0^(G,.V) < 0^(G,.W).
The proof of this result is straightforward and is omitted.
When it is clear which filter base is being used we shall 
merely write Qn(G) for Qm(G,.V). It is of some interest to us
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to know when a generalised ir-group is actually a ir-group in 
the usual sense.
3.4. Lemma: Suppose (G,W) is a periodic co-Cernikov group and 
i is a set of primes. Then
(i) G is a TT-group if and only if (G,iW) is a generalised 
u-group.
(ii) OJG) = QJG).
Proof: (i) Suppose x £ G is an element of prime order p with
p £ it and (G,,V) is a generalised n-group.
Then xp = 1 = fl(N : N € Jf). Hence xp e N for all N € .V. 
However G/N is a ir-group by hypothesis so x 6 N for all N € W. 
Therefore x = 1 and (G,W) is a ir-group.
(ii) Qn(G) is a normal periodic generalised n-subgroup
of (G,W) and hence is a ir-group by (i). Hence Q^CG) < O^fG) 
and the result follows by 3.3(ii). □
Thus, for periodic co-Cernikov groups, (G) is indepen­
dent of the separating filter base chosen.
A subgroup P of a co-Cernikov group (G,W) will be called 
a generalised Sylow -rr-subgroup of ( G i f  
(i) P 1c G.
(ii) PN/N € SylnG/N for all N <>c G with G/N Cernikov.
We shall denote the set of generalised Sylow 7r-subgroups 
of (G.tf1) by Syl7r(G,>i). It is not immediately clear that a 
co-Cernikov group possesses even generalised Sylow p-subgroups. 
However we shall show that a pro-Cernikov group does possess 
them.
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By 3.2 (iii) and Zorn’s Lemma, the co-Cernikov group (G,,W) 
contains maximal generalised ir-subgroups and these subgroups 
are closed by 3.2(iv). Let Max^G,//) denote the set of maxi­
mal generalised ir-subgroups of ( G . In prosoluble groups, 
the concept of a generalised Sylow ir-subgroup and a maximal 
generalised n-subgroup are the same ([19] (lemma 6.1)). We 
at least have:
3.5. Lemma. Let (G,,W) be a co-Cernikov group. Then Syl^fG.^T) 
c Max^(G,W).
Proof: Suppose P € Syl^iG,^) and P £ Q e Max^iG.Af). Then
P, Q ^  G and PN £ QN for all N € Since PN/N € Syl^G/N and
QN/N is a iT-group, we must have PN = QN for all N 6 N. Hence
by 2.6,
P = n(PN : N 6 m  = D(QN : N 6 AT) = Q. □
For our purposes we do not need to know whether Syl^tG^)
= Max^ (G,.W) . Whilst this result is not true in general for co- 
Cernikov groups (see 4.13), it would be interesting to know 
whether it is true for pro-Cernikov groups (G,Af) in which G/N 
is soluble for each N 6 Unfortunately the proof of lemma
6.1 in [19] does not seem to extend to our situation. In 
chapter 4 we shall give some conditions when equality does 
hold in 3.5.
A locally finite group G is Sylow tt-integrated (for some 
set of primes t t )  if the Sylow ir-subgroups of every subgroup 
of G are conjugate. For co-Cernikov groups whose Cernikov 
factor groups are Sylow tt - integrated it is easier to check
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that a given subgroup is a generalised Sylow n-subgroup, as 
the following result shows.
j-iAc_Lemma. Suppose ( G i s  a co-Cernikov group and n is a
set of primes. Suppose that for each N e G/N is Sylow tt- 
integrated. Then P € Syl^fG.W') if and only if 
(i) P <c G
(ii) PN/N € Syl G/N for each N € iW.
I T
Proof: We suppose (i) and Cii) hold and that M < G with G/MCva Cernikov group. By 2.16 there exists N 6 such that N <_ M 
so,by (ii) , P^ j = PN/N € Syl^G/N. Now G^ = G/N is Sylow v-in- 
tegrated and GM = G/M = GN/H, where H = M/N. Thus if Q/H € 
Syl^GN/H there exists g 6 G^ such that Q = HP^® (by [16] lemma 
2.1, for example). Hence P^H/H e Syl^G^/H and PM/M €
(since Pj^ H/H = PM/M), as required. The reverse implication 
is clear. □
Of course, no restrictions are needed if tt = {p} , a single 
prime, since a Cernikov group is always Sylow p-integrated.
To generalise the results of Sylow and Hall we require 
some preliminary results.
3.7. Lemma: Suppose G is a Cernikov group and H <_ G. Let G 
have the coset topology and let G/H denote the space of cosets 
of H in G with quotient topology. Then the natural map 
a : G G/H is closed and continuous.
Proof: The map a is certainly continuous from the definition
of the quotient topology on G/H. By 2.2 every closed set in 
G is a finite union of cosets of G so we need only show that
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if K < G then a(xK) is closed in G/H for each x 6 G.
Now o(xK) = {xkH : k € K} and hence a'1(a(xK)) = xKH.
Of course, KH need not be a subgroup but K and H possess radi- 
cable parts which we denote by K° and H° respectively. Also 
K°H° is a subgroup since K°, H° <_ G°, the radicable part of 
G. If {x^}™=1 is a left transversal to K° in K and {yj}j=1 
is a right transversal to H° in H then
KH = U x-K°H°y. , so xKH = (J xx.K0H0yi .
i.j J i,j J
This set is closed in G by 2.4(iv) and the definition of the 
coset topology. It follows by definition of the quotient 
topology that a is a closed map. □
3.8. Corollary: Suppose G is a Cernikov group and H <_ K G. 
If G/K and G/H denote, respectively, the quotient spaces of 
cosets of K and H in G, induced by the coset topology on G, 
then the natural map B : G/H ■*  G/K is closed and continuous.
Proof: Let aH : G G/H and <*K : G -*• G/K be the natural maps. 
By 3.7 these maps are closed and continuous and since Boa^ = 
it follows that 8 is closed and continuous. □
The following lemma is an extension of [19] (lemma 6.2). 
We give its proof for the sake of completeness.
3.9. Lemma: Let (G,tf) be a compact co-Cernikov group and sup­
pose that for each N É if, X(N) is a closed set with the prop­
erty:
(*)If M, N € and M <_ N then X(M)N = X(N) .
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Let X fl{X(N) : N € N }. Then, for all N € AT, XN = X(N).
Proof: It is clear that XN £ X(N), for each N € Jt. Let N 6 X  
be fixed. If x 6 X(N) and M € is such that M < N then x 6 
X(M)N by (*). Hence xN D X(M) 0 0. If Mj, .... M < N with
Mj € Jt then there exists Mr + 1 6 Af such that Mr+1 <_ Mj n __DMr.
By (*) > X(Mr+^)M^ = X(M^) for i = 1, r. Therefore,
r
0 0 xN n X(M ) c D (xN n X(M.)).
r 1 i=l 1
If ,M. = {M € Jf : M N} then {xN n X(M) : M € ^ 1} is a set of 
closed subsets of (G,AA) with the finite intersection property. 
Since G is compact, there exists y 6 G such that
y e xN n n{X(M) : M € M  = xN n n{X(M) : H £ W  = xNflX.
Hence x € XN and this proves the result. □
We now give our extension of Sylow's Theorem.
3.10. Theorem: Let (G,//*) be a compact co-Cernikov group. Then
G possesses generalised Sylow p-subgroups for each prime p.
Proof: Let p be a fixed prime and for each N € Af let A(N) =
{Sylow p-subgroups of G/N}. Then A(N) 0 0 and the elements of 
A(N) are conjugate since the Sylow p-subgroups of a Cernikov 
group are conjugate.
For N £Ji, put Gn = G/N, give GN its coset topology and
let P^ j € A(N) . By the previous remark we may put the elements
of AfN) in 1-1 correspondence with the cosets of N^ . (P^) in G^.N
Suppose N < M and N, M € X. Since the Sylow p-subgroups of a 
Cernikov group are homomorphism invariant, the natural map
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aMN : GN - GM induces 3 maP 6mn : A(N) A(M) . Suppose
®MN^PfP = PM and Put gn = V NG (pN) as a topological spaceN
with quotient topology. We define a map 6* : G.*, -*• G,*, by:MN N M
if g € G then B*N((gN)NG (PN)} = (8M)NG (PM).
N M
This map is well defined since = PM. If
yn : gn - gn is the natural map then clearly o =
®MN 0 yN' Thus» as in 3.7, is closed and continuous.
Hence, if A(M) and A(N) are given the topologies induced from 
G^ and G^ respectively, the map 6 ^  is closed and continuous. 
Since Gjj is compact and T-^ , 3.7 implies that Gj^ is compact and 
Tj and hence A(N), with its induced topology, is compact and 
Tj, for each N £ if. Our aim is to eventually use 1.2.6 
applied to the sets A(N). However it is first necessary to 
check that we can choose the representatives P^ € A(N) consis­
tently and to do this it suffices to show that if P, Q 6 A(N) 
then the topologies induced on A(N) by G^/N^ (P) and G^/NG^(Q)
are the same. So let t and a be the topologies induced by
G.,/Nr (P) and G../N,, (Q) on A(N) , respectively. We identify an w bN n bN
element Ph € (A(N),t) with the right coset NG (P)h (where h €
N
GN). Since P and Q are conjugate in GN there exists g 6 GN 
such that P& = Q.
Let {phi : i £ J} be a closed subset of (A(N),t), for some
index set J. Then by definition, U NG (p)hi cc gn * Hence by
ieJ N
2*4(iv) ,
U Nr = g *( U (p)hi) cc GN*i€J N i€J N
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g h. h.
Therefore {Q : i € J} £c (A(N),o) whence {P 1 : i 6 J} c
(A(N),a) and t s a. It follows by symmetry that t = o and con­
sequently the topologies induced on A(N) are the same.
All the hypotheses of 1.2.6 are now satisfied for the in­
verse system (A(N) , : M, N 6 JW so by 1.2.6(a),
¿im A(N) 0 0 .
Let (PN) = (Qn/N) € ¿im A(N) . If N < M, bmn = PM and 
QnM = Qm. Put P = n(QN : N 6 ¿t} G^ince QN <c G by defini­
tion. By 3.9, PN = Qn for all N € iW and hence PN/N 6 SylpG/N.
By 3.6 and the remark following it,P € SylpfG.W') and this com­
pletes the proof. □
Let tiT denote the class of co-Cernikov groups (G,/l) with 
the property that if N ( then G/N is soluble. The above 
proof then yields:
3.11. Theorem: Let (G,^) be a compact •UT-group. Then G possesses 
generalised Sylow n-subgroups for all sets of primes t t .
We now obtain the conjugacy of the various generalised 
Sylow subgroups.
3.12. Theorem: Let (G,X) be a compact co-Cernikov group. Then:
(i) The generalised Sylow p-subgroups of are conjugate.
(ii) If (G,JV) 6 tiT then the generalised Sylow n-subgroups of 
(G,}T) are conjugate, for all sets of primes t t .
Proof; Since the proofs of (i) and (ii) are essentially the
same, we merely give the proof of (i).
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Lct P, Q € Sylp(G,^ /') so that, for each N € .Af, PN/N,
QN/N 6 SylpG/N. Put X(N) = {g 6 G : PgN = QN} f 0 since the 
Sylow p-subgroups of a Cernikov group are conjugate. Now,
g, h € X(N) => PgN =PhN =» gh"1 € NQ(PN) .
Hence X(N) = NG(PN)g and so X(N) is closed in (G,AO by 2.8(iii) 
and the definition of the co-Cernikov topology induced by it. 
Moreover, if M, N € it then X(M n N) c X(M) fl X(N) and so the 
set (X(N) : N 6 .AT} has the finite intersection property. Since 
(G,A0 is compact, fl{X(N) : N € AT} contains an element g. Hence 
if N 6 AT, PgN = QN and since Pg, Q ^  G, 2.6 implies
pg = n{PgN : N 6 m  = D{QN : N i = Q,
so P and Q are conjugate. □
The above method of proof is of course well known in the 
prosoluble group case.
By a generalised Sylow basis of a co-Cernikov group (G,W) 
we shall mean a complete set of generalised Sylow p-subgroups 
{Sp}, one for each prime p, with the property that if it is a 
set of primes then (Sp : p € n) is a generalised ir-group. This 
is a somewhat more general definition than that given by Parker 
[35], although in the prosoluble case our definition and that 
of Parker coincide.
It is possible to prove, in a similar manner to the proof 
of 3.10
3.13. Theorem; Let (G.Af) be a compact V- group. Then (G,AT)
possesses generalised Sylow bases.
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To complete our survey of Hall's results we prove:
3.14. Theorem: Let (G,W) be a compact <iT-group. Then the gener­
alised Sylow bases of (G,.W) are conjugate.
Proof: Let S = {Sp} and T = {Tp } be generalised Sylow bases
and for N i set
X(N) = (g 6 G : Sp®N = TpN for all primes p}.
Because (G,.W) € HT and Gol'berg's result holds, the Sylow bases 
of G/N are conjugate so X(N) / 0. Moreover if g € X(N) then
X(N) = H  N (SN)g, 
p£P b p
so X(N) is closed in (G.W'j and the sets X(N) are easily seen 
to have the finite intersection property, as in the proof of 
3.12. The result then follows easily. □
This result is crucial in the next chapter.
vWe now briefly discuss formation theory in pro-Cernikov 
groups. In an analogous manner to Parker [35], if £  is a 
class of groups, we define a generalised ^--projector of a pro- 
Cernikov group (G,iW) to be a subgroup H of G satisfying:
(i) H ^  G.
(ii) HN/N is a ^.-projector of G/N for all N t IT.
It is then possible to define the idea of a saturated for­
mation of compact V-groups in the manner that Parker suggests, 
together with the topological restrictions that he imposes.
One can then obtain, using the methods of 3.10 and 3.12,
3.15. Theorem: Suppose (G is a compact tT-group and a
(locally defined) saturated formation of V-groups. Then G 
possesses generalised ^T-projectors and all of these are con­
jugate .
It is then possible to define ^-normalisers and prove 
various cover-avoidance properties with the necessary topolog 
cal restrictions that Parker imposes, at least for compact i)T-
groups.
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CHAPTER 4. SYLOW THEORY IN %-GROUPS
In this chapter we use the previous results on compact co-
V
Cernikov groups to show that the Sylow generating bases of an 
3£.-group are locally conjugate. As we mentioned in the intro­
duction, every countable locally finite-soluble group possesses 
Sylow generating bases. Also if G 6 ^  the results of Massey 
[30] (Theorem 1.1) show that G contains a countable subgroup B 
with the property that SylpB £ SylpG for all primes p. We shall 
call such a subgroup a basic subgroup of G and denote the set 
of all basic subgroups of G by Basic G. Thus a Sylow generat­
ing basis of B is a Sylow basis of G. As Massey shows, the 
basic subgroups of a ^J-group are isomorphic, but need not be 
locally conjugate. We shall give an alternative proof of this 
in chapter 6. For an alternative treatment of the main result 
of this chapter we refer the reader to [6].
It is also worth remarking at this point that our defini­
tion of a Sylow generating basis is equivalent to the follow­
ing, at least for 9£-groups:
S { V is a Sylow generating basis
of G fc if and only if,
m  S S = S S for each pair of primes p, q.
p q q P
(ii) G = (Sp : p 6 IP).
This follows because condition (i) is equivalent to:
(iii) If tt is a set of primes <Sp : p 6 it) is a Tr-group. 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is obtained using the method 
of [8] (lemma 2.5 and corollary 2.6). We shall also often
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write = <Sp : p € n), for it a set of primes.
Our first result shows that, for 36-groups, all co-Cerni- 
kov topologies are the same. Of course every 36-group is a 
residually Cernikov group and so is co-Cernikov by the remarks 
in the introduction.
4.1. Lemma: Suppose G fc «■ Then all the co-Cernikov topolo­
gies on G are the same.
Proof: Let if be a fixed but arbitrary filter base for G. We 
show that if N < G and G/N is Cernikov then N « (G,iW) and the 
result then follows.
Let 7t be the set of primes dividing the orders of elements 
in G/N. Then i is a finite set. By 1.2.3, G/O^.fG) is a 
Cernikov group. Also O^.fG) «c G by 3.3(i) and 3.4(ii) and 
there exists M fc Af such that M £ 0^,(6), by 2.16. It follows 
that M < 0 ,(G) < N and hence N < (G,.V) . □
We now show that, for G C , equality holds in 3.5 pro­
vided it is a finite set.
4.2. Lemma: If G £ Q  and it is a finite set of primes then
Syl^ (G ,J/) = Max^CG.tf) = Syl^G 
for an arbitrary filter base /.
Proof: By 3.4(i), Syl^G = Max^ (G ,Jf) , so let P C Max^G.X) .
Then P £. G by 3.2(iv). If N o G and G/N is a Cernikov group 
then N <c G by 4.1. Suppose PN/N £ Q/N fe Syl^G/N. Then by a 
well known result ([24](1.D.4) essentially) there exists R C 
Syl G such that Q = RN. However, since tt is a finite set,7 T T
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the Sylow ir-subgroups are conjugate in G so R = P8 for some
g fe G.
Hence PN £ P8N and since G is periodic it must be the 
case that PN = P8N. Thus P fe Syl^ CG.iN') and Max^CG,//1) c 
Syl^CG,//). Since the reverse inclusion always holds, the 
lemma is proved. C
4.3. Lemma: Let CG.JJ1) be a co-Cernikov group. If X £ G then
Cr(X) < G. u — c
Proof: This follows in a similar fashion to 2.19.
We shall now let G £ y  be arbitrary. Suppose .W =
(Ni : i 6 I) is an arbitrary, but fixed, separating filter base 
for G indexed by a set I. If <_ Nj there is a natural map
: G/Ni - G/Nj
and (G/N^, ipj ^ : i, j fe 1} is then an inverse system of Cernikov 
groups and epimorphisms. We give each G/N^ the coset topology 
and put H = j. im G/N^.
Let  ^ : H -*• G/Ni be the i* projection map;
4> : G -*• H be the embedding g (gN.) 
and put ker . Put .M = {M^ : i fe I). Then (H,J4) is a
compact co-Cernikov group and has precisely the natural topol­
ogy as a subspace of the product space Cr G/N-, by 2.11 and
ifel
its proof. By 2.12 and 2.13, 4>(G) = H and 4(Nj) = and we 
shall often identify subgroups of G with their images under 4>, 
when convenient.
The following result and its corollary are then the crucial 
observations for proving our main result. Using the above
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notation, our method will be to show that if S, T are Sylow 
bases of G fc ^  then there exists g £ H such that Sg = T. Then 
if G £ X  and S, T are generating we shall show that g £ N^G) 
and then show that any such g induces a locally inner automor­
phism of G.
4.4. Lemma: Let n be a finite set of primes and G be as above. 
If P 6 Syl^G then P 6 Syl^H.M).
Proof: Since it is finite, P is a Cernikov group and has coset
topology. Thus P is a compact subgroup of H, so is a closed 
subgroup of H by 2.18.
Now i>CN^ ) <_ 4(G) H NT for each i £ I and moreover
(gjNj) £ 4(G) n Mi =» (gjNj) = 4(g) for some g £ G
=> gjNj = gNj for all j  i I.
Also (g N j) £ Mi =» g £ Nt and so 4(g) £ C N ±) . Hence 4(G) n Mj
= 4(Ni). By 2.7,
H = GM^ for each i £ I , (1)
so H/Mi = G/N^. By 3.6 it suffices to show PMj/Mj £ Syl^H/A^ 
for each i £ I. Since P is a ir-group so is PNL/N^ and if 
PMi/Mi <_ Pi/Mi £ Syl1JH/Mi then by (1),
P. = (P. n G)Mi .
However (P. 0 G)Mi/Mi = (P* n O/Nj, a TT-group. Also PNj/Nj < 
(Pi n G)/Ni so PNt = Pi n G, since P £ Syl^(G..AD by 4.2.
Hence ?i = PM^ from (2) and the result follows.
4.5. Corollary: If S is a Sylow basis nf r. * V then S is a 
generalised Sylow basis of H.
We are now able to prove:
4.6. Theorem: Let G £ ^  . Then the Sylow generating bases 
of G are locally conjugate.
Proof: We shall use the notation introduced before the proof
of 4.4. Let S = iSp) and T = {Tp} be Sylow generating bases 
of G. Then S and T are generalised Sylow bases of the compact 
co-Cernikov group (H..M.) by 4.5 and hence by 3.14 there exists 
g € H such that
S ® = T for each prime p .P P
But G is generated by £ and by T and hence G® = G. Thus 
g 6 Nh (G) and it now suffices to show that every element of 
Nh (G) induces a locally inner automorphism of G.
(i) For each finite set of primes ir and each P £ Syl^G, 
Nh (P)/Ch (P) is a Cernikov group.
For, G/0 ,(G) is a Cernikov group so there exists Nj fc .Af 
such that N. < 0 ,(G) and hence N. 0 P = 1. Thus
Mi n p = M i n G n p = N i n p = i
and so [Mi n NH(P), P] < Mi n P = 1. Hence Mj n NH(P) £ CH(P). 
Since H/M^ is Cernikov it follows that N^(P)/Cpj(P) is Cernikov 
thus proving (i).
Now let x1......xn 6 G. Then there is a finite set tt of
primes and P 6 Syl^G such that x^, •••» xn € P.
(ii) We may assume g £ NH (P)_.
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For, Pg Gg G and Pg 6 Syl^G. Since it is a finite set, 
there exists h 6 G such that Pgh = P. Hence gh € NH(P) and if 
gh induces a locally inner automorphism of G so does g.
Let K = Ng(P) and L = N^(P). We shall show that K is 
dense in L. Since G H, 2.7 implies H = GNL . Since P is 
pronormal in G and normalisers of pronormal subgroups are 
homomorphism invariant, we have nh/M. (PM^/M^) = KNL/M^. Also
LM^/M^ < n h / M - and hence KM^ = LNL . Therefore,
L = L n KMi - K(L 0 Ma) for each i 6 I . (1)
But (L, L fl /i) is a co-Cernikov group and (1) is precisely the
condition that K should be dense in L. Hence by (i) , the fact
that CH (P) < Nh (P) and by 2.16, it follows that
L = KCh (P).
So there exists h 6 NG(P) and k 6 CH(P) such that g = kh. 
Finally,
xi8 = xikh = xih f0r 1 = 1.....n
and hence g induces a locally inner automorphism of G. This 
completes the proof. ^
I should like to thank Dr. M. J. Tomkinson for greatly 
simplifying my original proof of (i) in 4.6. In our paper 
[6] we have given examples to show that 4.6 is the best p 
ble result.
If TT  
S is said
is a set of primes, G is a group and S £ Syl^G then 
to reduce into a subgroup H  of G  if S 0 H sy17TG-
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If ft is a local system of G, S reduces into ft if S reduces in­
to each subgroup of ft. If S - {Sp} is a Sylow (generating)
basis of G then S reduces into H < G if S n H = (S n H) is a 
Sylow (generating) basis of H.
More generally, if ft is a local system of the group G, S 
is said to reduce into ft if it reduces into each subgroup H 6 ft.
A Sylow basis T = (Tp) of a subgroup H of G is said to extend
to a Sylow basis S = (Sp) of G if Sp H H = Tp for all primes p 
and we shall write S fl H = T. We shall now give some elemen-
/w /V
tary properties concerning Sylow generating bases of X  -groups.
4.7. Lemma: Suppose G 6 X  and S is a Sylow generating basis 
of G. Then S reduces into some totally ordered local system
/v
of finite subgroups of G.
Proof: Given a local system of G it is possible to find a
Sylow generating basis which reduces into it ([18] lemma 2.1). 
The result follows from this remark and 4.6. □
It is possible to prove 4.7 without having to appeal to 
4.6; 4.6 merely shortens the argument. The following result 
is well known and is easily deduced from the structure theorems 
P-groups. Of course, a proof of it has essentially 
occurred in 4.2.
4.8. Lemma: Suppose G 6 tp and tt is a finite set of primes.
If N < G and S 6 Syl^G then
(i) SN/N € SylnG/N and all the Sylow ir-subgroups of G/N 
have this form.
(ii) S n N 6 Syl^N and all the Sylow ir-subgroups of N have
this form.
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Our next result is useful in proving an analogue of 4.8.
4.9. Lemma: Let G 6 9  and it a finite set of primes. If S 6 
Syl^G and T 6 Syl^.G then G = ST.
Proof: Let N = 0^,(0. By 4.8(i), SN/N 6 Syl^G/N and clearly
T/N € Syl^tG/N. Since 4.9 holds in the special case of a 
Cernikov group, it follows that G/N = (SN/N)(T/N). Hence 
G = ST. □
Using 4.8 and 4.9 we can now prove the following well 
known fact. The straightforward proof is omitted.
4.10. Corollary: Suppose G i and i is a finite set of 
primes. If S € Syl^G and N <J G then
(i) SN/N 6 Syl^.G/N and all the Sylow t t  ’-subgroups of G/N 
have this form.
(ii) S fl N € Syl^.N and all the Sylow t t  '-subgroups of N 
have this form.
The following is presumably well known but we give a proof. 
Let t t  be a set of primes.
4.11. Lemma: Suppose G 6 Z) and N « G. Let S € Syl^G and sup­
pose S reduces into the local system fi of N consisting of fi­
nite subgroups. Then S D N £ Syl^N.
Proof: Suppose S n N < T fc Syl^N. Then for each H 6 0,
S n N fl H = S fi H £ T OH. By hypothesis, S D H = T D H .
Since N  =  U{H :  H 6 f i )  we have
s n n = U{S n h : h e a) = u{T n h  : h e n) = t
, Dand the result follows.
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We show in 4.13 that some hypotheses are required in 4.11.
4.12. Lemma: Suppose G 6 X  and N <a G. Let S = {S } be a
~ P
Sylow generating basis of G. Then:
(i) SN/N = {SpN/N} is a Sylow generating basis of G/N.
(ii) 5, G N = (Sp n N} is a Sylow generating basis of N.
Proof: (i) Clearly, G/N = <Sp : p e tt(G)>N/N
= (SpN/N : p € tt(G)>
and the result follows by 4.8 and the remarks before 4.1.
(ii) Let ir be a set of primes and S^ = <Sp : p € it) . By 
4.7, S reduces into a totally ordered local system, £2 =
(Gi : i >_ 1}, of finite subgroups. Thus Sp n Gj G SylpGj ant^ 
(Sp n Gj : p 6 i) € Syl^G^, whence
<sp n Ga : p € n> = S^  n Gt . (*)
Hence S reduces into £2. Therefore S reduces into £2 nN,
7T ”
a local system of N, since (1 Gj € Syl^G^ and N n G^ <> G^
imply Sn n N n Gi € Syl7r(Gi n N) from the theory of finite
groups. Thus, by 4.11, S^ D N € Syl^N.
But <Sp n  N  : p G ") = Sj il N by a similar argument to 
that used to show (*) and it follows from 4.8(ii) that S D N 
is a Sylow generating basis of N. □
The following example was constructed by Professor B. 
Hartley and we are grateful for his permission to include it 
here. It is a counter example to many natural questions. 
First, if G G  i) and i is a set of primes, a n-subgroup B of G 
is called a basic T.-subgroup of G if B is countable and SylpB
The set of basic ir-subgroups of G willc SylpG for all p € tt .
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be denoted by Basic^G. Massey [32] (Theorem 1.1) has shown 
that every V -group contains basic n-subgroups. For other in­
formation concerning them the reader should consult [30].
4.13. Example:
Let (p^, q^ : i ^ 1} be an infinite set of distinct odd
primes satisfying q^Cpj - 1). By Dirichlet's Theorem on the
primes in an arithmetic progression such a set exists. Let
Gi = AiBi a non abelian group of order p^q^ with | |  = p^,
| B - | = q- and A. < G-. Put A = Dr A. and B = Dr B.. Let 
1 1  1 1  i^l 1 i>_l 1
H = Dr G- = A ] B. The group A also has an automorphism 
i>l 1
Y : a a""*' of order 2 and y commutes with the elements of B. 
Put G = A ] <B,y > and C = <B,y >, an abelian group. Clearly G 
is a metabelian X. -group. Let N = A<y >. Then N <i G since B 
normalises A and centralises <y >.
(1) The complements to A in G are conjugate.
For if G - A ] Cj then N = A(C1 D N) and since A n Cj ■ 1, 
Cj (l N = (y )^ f°r some element Yj of order 2. Thus <y)> (Yj> € 
Syl2 N so there exists a € A such that Yj = Y- Since q^ ? 2, 
for each i, Ca (y ) = 1 and hence Cg (y) = C. Also Cj3 < )
since is abelian so by the Dedekind law Cj3 = C as required. 
Let tt = (2, » •••)• Since
ca (b i) p ca (Bj x B2) p ... ,
the set of centralisers, (CA(D) : D < C>, does not satisfy min 
so, by Hartley [16] (lemma 4.3), 6 has 2*° Sylow „-subgroups. 
Thus G cannot be a U  -group in the sense of [8]. However the 
situation is much more drastic.
(2) G possesses non—isomorphic Sylow ir-subgroups.
^ ^ = Gj» so H i H and A normalises H.i^l i^l 1
Let a 6 A\A and consider Ba. We shall show Ba 6 Syl G which 
proves (2) since C 6 Syl^G and C f Ba. It is clear that AB = 
AB<X = 02,(G) and |G : ABa | = 2 so either Ba 6 Syl^G or Ba < Cj, 
a complement to A (for if Ba < C. 6 Syl G then G = AC, or 
ABa * AC^ and the latter cannot happen).
If Ba £ Cj then by (1) there exists a € A such that 
Baa < C. Thus Baa = 02,(C) = B and [B,aa] < B (1 A = 1. So 
aa € Cj-(B). However, if 6 = (a^ a2, ...) € C^ -CB) and ai i 1 
then (3  ^ = g for an  g which means G^  is abelian. Hence 
Cj-(B) = 1 and aa = 1, a contradiction. Therefore Ba g Syl^G 
and (2) follows.
(3) The Sylow bases of G are conjugate.
For let S = (Sp), T = (Tp) be Sylow bases of G. For p t n, 
Sp = Tp < G. If = <Sp : p € tt), T^ = <Tp : p € tt> then S^ 
and T , being complements to A, are conjugate. Since the com­
plements are abelian, the Sylow bases {Sp}pgii, (Tp}peiT are 
therefore conjugate, as required.
(4) Syl^G t Basic^G.
Any of the subgroups Ba above give this. This answers in 
the negative a question of Massey [30] (p. 99).
(5) The Sylow bases of the closed subgroups Ba and 0?,(G) do
not extend to Sylow bases of C.
This is clear and is of some interest later, since various 
local conjugacy problems require a knowledge of whether Sylow 
bases can be extended or not.
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(6) 4.8 does not extend to infinite sets of primes.
For, Ba n N = 1 £ Syl^N. Also Ba02, (G)/C>2, (G) is trivial 
so cannot be a Sylow ir-subgroup of G/02,(G) which is a 2-group. 
This also shows that 4.2 does not extend to infinite sets of 
primes.
(7) The product of an arbitrary Sylow ir-subgroup and an arbi­
trary Sylow it*-subgroup need not equal G.
For, A € Syl^.G, Ba 6 Syl^G and ABa f G.
Thus 4.13 gives a counter example to many interesting con­
jectures, even for metabelian X  -groups. We shall discuss 4.13 
again later.
We shall now give some further straightforward results 
concerning the Sylow theory of ^-groups. In contrast to 
4.13(5) we have:
4.14. Lemma: Let G 6 X  and suppose H < G is a Cernikov group. 
Then every Sylow basis of H extends to a Sylow basis of G.
Proof: Let n = {Gi : i > 1} be a totally ordered local system
of Cernikov subgroups of G and suppose Gj = H. In a similar 
manner to the proof of [18] (lemma 2.1) we can extend a Sylow 
basis of Ga to a Sylow basis of Gi+1 and obtain a Sylow generat­
ing basis of G which reduces into each Gi. In particular this 
Sylow generating basis reduces into H. The proof that we can 
extend a Sylow basis of a subgroup of a soluble Cernikov group 
to a basis of the whole group is the same as that for the fi-
□nite case.
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The following two results are elementary and their proofs 
are omitted.
4.15. Lemma: Suppose G 6 3C and S = {Sp} is a set of p-sub- 
groups of G, one for each prime p satisfying:
(i) S O N  is a Sylow generating basis of N.
(ii) SN/N is a Sylow generating basis of G/N for some N«G. 
Then S is a Sylow generating basis of G.
4.16. Lemma: Suppose G 6 and N <J G with G/N Cernikov. If 
S is a Sylow generating basis of G then SN/N is a Sylow gener­
ating basis of G/N and all the Sylow generating bases of G/N 
can be obtained in this way.
The next two results are well known in other classes of 
groups and they are the starting point for the formation theory 
that follows.
4.17. Lemma: Let G € X  and suppose S is a Sylow generating *(i)
basis of G. If K < NG(H) , with H, K < G and if S reduces into
H and K then S reduces into HK.
Proof: We need to prove that if S = iSp)
(i) Sp fl KH fc SylpKH.
(ii) <Sp H KH : p t IP) = KH.
(i) Clearly Sp fl K < NG(Sp fl H) so Tp = (Sp D K) (Sp OH) is a
p-group. Also Sp fl H 6 SylpH and Sp H H <_ Tp n H so Sp
T fl H. Now, the restriction to K of the natural homomorphism 
P
KH -► KH/H is surjective. Hence (Sp n K) -► (Sp H K)H/H 6
SylpKH/H by 4.8. Thus
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(Sp n K)H/H = TpH/H € Syl KH/H.
Since Tp n H 6 SyipH, it follows by the Dedekind Modular Law 
that Tp € SylpKH and Tp = Sp fl KH.
(ii) We know <Sp n H : p 6 P ) = H , <Sp n K : p 6 P> = K and 
from the proof of (i) that Sp fl KH = (Sp n H) (S il K) . Thus
<Sp n KH : p £ P> = <(Sp n H)(Sp n K) : p 6 P>
2  ( S p  n H : p € P) ( S p fl K : p 6 P> 
= KH
The result follows. □
4.18. Lemma: Suppose H, K < G £ 2Q and let p be a prime. Sup­
pose S £ SylpG and T 6 SylpIG. Put N = (T n K) . Then
(i) HK n HT = H(K fl T) .
(ii) HN = Ng(HK n HT).
(iii) S reduces into N.
Proof: (i) By 4.8(ii), K 0 T 6 Sylp ,K so, by 4.8(i),
(K n T) H/H £ Sylp, KH/H. Since (HK fl HT) /H is a p'-group, the 
result follows.
(ii) The Sylow pisubgroups of a ^-group are conjugate so 
are pronormal. The result therefore follows by (i) and the 
well known fact that the normaliser of a pronormal subgroup is 
preserved by homomorphisms.
(iii) Clearly T  < N and G = ST by 4.9. Hence, N = N H ST
= (N n S)T by the modular law. It follows that N fl S 6 sy1pN* D
Finally in this chapter, we give a result which shows that 
under certain conditions Sylow TT-subgroups of G fcl) are neces­
sarily Basic TT-subgroups of G.
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4.19. Lemma: Let G t ^  and suppose G = ST with S 6 Syl G,
T fc Syl^.G for some set of primes it. If o t it is a finite set 
of primes and P 6 Syl S then P € Syl G.O Q
Proof: We give the proof for several different cases.
Case (a) : T <i G.
By 4.8(i) , PT/T C SylaG/T. Let P < Q 6 Syl0G. Then PT = 
QT and P = Q by the modular law.
Case (b): G is a Cernikov group with finite Sylow o-subgroups.
Let G° be the radicable part of G. Then G° is a o'-group 
and G/G° = (SG°/G°)(TG°/G°). Since PG°/G° € SyloSG°/G° and 
since the result holds for finite groups it follows that 
PG°/G° 6 Syl0G/G°. The result now follows as in case (a).
Case (c): G is a Cernikov group.
Let P < Q f SylQG. Then Q° is the o-radicable part of G 
and G/Q° satisfies the hypotheses of (b). However S 6 Syl^G 
implies Q° < S° < S and hence Q° < P, since P 6 SylaS. By 
(b), P/Q° fe Syl0G/Q0 and the result follows.
Case (d): The general case.
G/O0 ,(G) is a Cernikov group since a is a finite set. Also 
P0o, (G)/0o , (G) fc SylJSOo , (G)/0a , (Gj) by 4.8(i). If P < Q 6 
SylaG then PO ,(G) = Q0o ,(G) and the result follows as in case
It seems that there should be an easy proof of 4.19.
In chapter 6 we shall examine more closely the following
situation:
Suppose G 6 X and tt is a set of primes. Let G = ,
„ , _ , c T (. cvi n Does it followWith , Tn fc Syl^G and Sff, , , € Syl^.G.
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that S has a Sylow generating basis which can be extended to 
a Sylow generating basis of G? This would characterise such 
Sylow ir - subgroups. We shall show in chapter 6 that S = T^ . 
(This is well known of course (see Massey [30]).) We shall 
say that a ir-subgroup S of a group G is complemented if there 
is a ir'-subgroup T such that G = ST. Thus 4.19 shows that for 
3C-groups every complemented ir-subgroup is a basic i t  - subgroup. 
For the class 9C we therefore obtain an affirmative answer to 
a question of Massey [30] (p. 92, problem III). Massey does
not seem to make this observation.
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CHAPTER 5. CHIEF FACTORS AND <y-NORMAT.TSFRS
In this chapter we consider the concept of a saturated for­
mation. Our definition follows the usual practice in infinite 
group theory of using the idea of a preformation to define the 
formation "locally". Having done this we can then define the 
concept of an <JJ*-normaliser, for a formation, and deduce many 
of the usual properties attributed to such subgroups. In par­
ticular we show that the O*‘normalisers have the usual cover- 
avoidance properties with regard to the chief factors. The 
later results of the chapter allow us to prove a generalisation 
of a well known complementation result of Higman [21]. Our re­
sult (5.19) has already been proved by Hartley [18] (Theorem 1) 
in the special case 2T= Ln.
Many of the proofs of these results are standard, but for 
the sake of completeness we give a fairly full account of the 
proofs. As far as possible we have given our results for - 
groups. Our first results concern chief factors.
5.1. Theorem: If G 6 2) then the chief factors of G are finite 
elementary abelian p-groups.
We omit the proof of this result since it is a direct con­
sequence of the min-p conditions and the work of McLain [33] on 
minimal normal subgroups of a locally soluble group.
The following result is due to Gardiner, Hartley and 
Tomkinson [8] (Corollary 3.3).
5.2. Lemma: If G t(5 and H/K is a p-chief factor of G then
Op(G/CG(H/K)) = 1.
A subgroup L of a group G is said to cover a chief factor 
H/K of G if H KL and to avoid H/K if H fi L < K. Our next re­
sult has also been proved for 2l-groups ([8] lemma 3.1) and is 
vital in what follows.
5.3. Lemma: Let M < G ^  and let p be a prime. Suppose S fc 
SylpiG, N = Ng(S H M) and H/K is a chief factor of G. Then N 
covers H/K unless H/K is a p-chief factor not centralised by M 
in which case N avoids H/K.
Proof: By 4.18(i) and (ii) we may assume K = 1.
(a) If H is a p'-group, clearly H < S < N, so N covers H.
(b) If H is a p-group centralised by M then H centralises 
S O M  and hence H < N, so N covers H.
(c) If H is a p-group not centralised by M let Cj = CG(H) 
and C2 = Cm (H). Then C1 , C2 « G and C2 £ M, by assumption.
Also 1 / M/C2 = MC1/C1 < G/Cj and by 5.2,
OpCG/Cj) = 1. (1)
Since H is finite by 5.1, MC1/C1 is a finite soluble group 
and hence contains a non trivial characteristic q group Q/C^.
By (1) , q / p. Now,
S fc Sylp.G =» S 0 M 6 Sylp.M by 4.10(ii)
» (S n M K j/Cj 6 Sylp.MCj/Cj by 4.10(i).
Hence Q < ( S n M ) C 1. ^
Moreover [H 0 N , S 0 M] < (S n M) n H = 1 (since S is a p'- 
group and H is a p-group), and [H il N, Cj] - 1- Thus
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[H n N, Q] = 1 by (2) so Q < CG(H fl N) . But CH(Q) <  G and 
Q ^ Cj so CpjCQ)  ^H. Therefore, since H is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G, CH(Q) = 1. Hence, since H O N  < CG(Q), H n N=1 
and N therefore avoids H. □
The following lemma is due to Gardiner, Hartley and 
Tomkinson [8] (lemma 3.6).
5.4. Lemma: Let SK be a QS-closed class of groups and let 3> be 
anj^-formation. Let G 6 and suppose X is a ^-projector of 
G. Suppose (H^ : i fc 1} is a collection of normal subgroups of 
G. Then
(i) 0 XH- = X( D  H.).
iti 1 iei 1
(ii) If Y is another J)-projector of G such that X and Y
are conjugate in (X,Y) and (Ua, VQ : a £ ft) is a nor­
mal series of G then there exists y 6 n such that
V  = V
v  * v -
We use this to show:
5.5. Lemma: Let M, M* « G € $  and let S be a Sylow p'-sub­
group of G for some prime p. Let N = NG(S 0 M) and N*
Ng(S fl M*) . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) N = N*
(ii) The sets of p-chief factors of G centralised by M 
and M* respectively are the same.
In some chief series of G the sets of p-chief factors 
centralised by M and M* respectively are the same.
(iii)
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Proof: (i) » (ii) by 5.3.
(ii) » (iii) is clear.
(iii) CD- We first remark that the Sylow p'-subgroups of
G are precisely the ,-projectors of G by 4.10(i). Also MM*,
M and M* centralise the same p-chief factors in some chief 
series T so without loss of generality, M < M*, whence N* < N.
Put T = {U , V : a 6 A) and consider r A M* = (U fl M*o o o 9
VQ A M* : o £ A). Now (Ua fl M*)/(Vq fl M*) is G-isomorphic to 
(Ua H M*)Va/Va so if the former is non-trivial,
U /V„ ~ (U n M*)/(V n M*), a chief factor of G.O O Q y o o
If (U^ fl M*)/(Vct fl M*) is a p-chief factor centralised by 
M then M < CG(Ua/Va) so M* < CG(Ua/Va) and hence M* <
CG(Uo n M*/Va n M*) , by hypothesis. Thus M and M* both central­
ise U n M*/V fl M* or neither does. Suppose, for a contradic- o o
tion, that N*  ^N and that g 6 N\N*. Since (S n M*)g , S A M* t
SylpIM* (by 4.10(i)), they are conjugate in the group they gen­
erate. By our initial remark and 5.4 there is a factor H/K of 
P H M* such that
H(S n M*) = H(S n M*)8 C1)
K(S n M*) f K(S n M*)g. (2)
By (1) there exists h 6 H such that (S 0 M*)g “ S A M .  
Thus gh 6 N* and h 6 (N A H)\K by (2). It follows that N does 
not avoid H/K so by 5.3, H/K is either a p'-factor or a p-chief 
factor centralised by M. By assumption M* also centralises H/K 
in the latter case so N* covers H/K in either case by 5.3. Hence 
h fe H < KN* so h normalises K(S A M*). This now provides a
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contradiction to (2) since
K(s n m*)8 = k(s n M*)h = k(s n m*). □
We shall now let 3  denote a fixed QS-closed subclass of 
X- Let tt be a fixed set of primes, f a 3 -preformation func­
tion defined on tt and the saturated 3  -formation defined 
locally by f. Hence
*2r"= = £>* n 3 n n(5 ,G> f(p).ptlT r f
Put 3 v = 3  n and let Cp denote the f(p)-centraliser of 3  . 
Thus
Cp = H{Cg (H/K) : H/K is a p-chief factor and AG(H/K) € f(p)}.
If S = {Sp) is a Sylow generating basis of G and a is a 
set of primes let S0 = (Sp : p 6 a) € SylaG and define
° = stt n g w  n v -pfcTT
A subgroup defined in this manner will be called an 
normaliser of G. In the case tt = IP and f(p) = 1 for each p 6 tt , 
= Lft and D will then be called a Basis Normaliser.
Before giving some of the properties of 3 T -normalisers we 
shall first show that 5 ” is indeed a 3  -formation. The follow­
ing theorem will be of use in this.
5.6. Theorem: Let G be a periodic locally soluble group. Then
Op,p(G) = fKCG(H/K) : H/K is a p-chief factor) 
where the intersection may be taken over all p-chief factors of
G or over all those p-chief factors of G occurring in some 
chief series of G.
The proof of this result is due to Gardiner, Hartley and 
Tomkinson [8] (Theorem 3.8). We can then easily obtain
5.7. Lemma: Let G fe «3 . Then the following are equivalent,
(i) G 6 S'.
(ii) G/Oplp(G) 6 f(p) for all p £ ir.
(iii) Ag (H/K) 6  f(p) for all p 6  t t  and all p-chief factors 
H/K of G.
Proof: (i) « (ii) is clear from the definition of ^ .
(ii) =» (iii) is clear from the Q-closure of f(p) and 5.6.
(iii) =9 (ii)- Since f(p) is a ( 3  ,p)-preformation and G 6 3  ,
G/Cg(3 ,p) 6 f(p). But Cg(3 ,p) = 0p ,p(G) so the result 
follows. ^
5.8. Lemma: Let G € 3  - Let Cp be the f(p)-centraliser of G, 
let T be a chief series of G and let C* = nCG(H/K), where the 
intersection is taken over all p-chief factors H/K in r such 
that Ag (H/K) € f(p). Then Cp = C*.
Proof: Let Spl be a Sylow p ’-subgroup of G and let Np 
NG(sp , n Cp), N* = NG(SpI n Cj). Clearly Cp < C*. Since G/Cp 
6 f(p), every p-chief factor H/K in r centralised by Cp satis­
fies Ag (H/K) 6 f(p), so is centralised by C* also. Hence Cp 
and C* centralise the same p-chief factors of r so 5.5 implies 
Np = N*. Again, by 5.5, Cp and Cj centralise the same set of 
p-chief factors of G. It follows from the definition of Cp
□that C* < C and we have equality.P - P
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5.9. Lemma: -formation.
Proof: is certainly Q-closed. Let G 6 3 and suppose Nj « G
with i 61, an index set. Suppose G/N^ 6 'J' and f){N. : i 6 1}
-  1. Certainly, G 6 3   ^ since is a (G - formation. For p € t t  ,
let Cp be the f(p)- centraliser of G. Then G/C 6 f(p) since 
f(p) is a ( 3 .p)-preformation.
Suppose H/K is a p-chief factor of G with < K < H for 
some i 6 I. Then AG(H/K) € f(p), by 5.7(iii) and the fact that 
G/N^ 6 y .  Hence Cp centralises every p-chief factor of G/N^ 
and
cPNi/Ni 1 V P<G/Ni> by 5-6-
Thus Cp/Cp n 6 G?p , G p and since this is a G  -formation,
Cp € Gp.Gip. Hence G 6 G p .G»pf(P) for a11 P 6 1 and there­
fore G 6 . E
We shall assume that the 3  -preformation function f is 
integrated; that is f(p) f°r aH  p 6 tt. Using 5.9 it 
is easily seen that
5.10. Corollary: Every saturated 3 - formation can be defined 
by an integrated 3 -preformation function.
Proof: Define T(pJ = f(p) n Jf. Then I is an integrated 3
preformation function defining "¡?.
We now show that the group of automorphisms induced by 
G 6 3  on a p-chief factor is independent of the integrated 
3 -preformation function defining the formation & ■  The proof 
is as in the ll-group case.
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5 - 1 1 .-...L.g !L1Lg.: L e t  £ > ? b e  t w o  i n t e g r a t e d  3  - p r e f o r m a t i o n  f u n c ­
t i o n s  d e f i n i n g  t h e  s a m e  s a t u r a t e d  3  - f o r m a t i o n  15 . L e t  G 6 3  > 
p C u  a n d  H / K  a p - c h i e f  f a c t o r  o f  G w i t h  c e n t r a l i s e r  C. T h e n  
G / C  e f ( p )  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  G / C  e T ( p )  .
P r o o f :  L e t  G / C  e f ( p ) ,  S € Syl C a n d  p u t  N = N „ ( S ) . S i n c e  t h eP b
S y l o w  p ' - s u b g r o u p s  o f  C a r e  c o n j u g a t e  in C, t h e  F r a t t i n i  a r g u ­
m e n t  i m p l i e s  G = N C .  T h u s
G / C  = N C / C  ~  N / N  fl C. (1)
N o w  S € S y l p , ( N  H  C) a n d  S < N H C so ( N O  C ) / S  is a p - g r o u p .
B y  (i), ( N / s y ( N  n c / s )  = n / n  n c e f ( P ) so
N / S  e <3 f ( p ) .  (2)
M o r e o v e r  0 p , (N) = S. For, H / K  is a p - c h i e f  f a c t o r  c e n ­
t r a l i s e d  b y  C s o  N  c o v e r s  H / K  b y  5.3. T h u s
H  = K ( H  0 N) a n d  H / K  = H  fl N / K  D N.
N
S i n c e  O p , ( N )  c e n t r a l i s e s  t h e  p - g r o u p  H H N / K  fl N, it c e n t r a l i s e s  
H/K. T h u s  0  , (N) < C n  N so 0 p l (N) = S. H e n c e  b y  ( 2 ) ,  N e 
G p . G p f C p ) .  A l s o  N / S  6 F o r ,  N / S  e 3  s i n c e  G £ 3  an d 3  
is Q S - c l o s e d .  A l s o  N / S  is a n - g r o u p  s i n c e  f is i n t e g r a t e d  a n d
if q 6 ir w i t h  q / p t h e n  N / S  6 G p £ (P) — G p ^ q ' ^ q ^ ^  
g  , g  f (q) . T h u s  N / S  e B u t  7 d e f i n e s  ‘3? so N / S  £
G p , G / ( p )  a n d  s i n c e  ° p ' (N) = s * N / s  6 ^ p 7 ( p ) - u  £ o l l o w s
t h a t  N / N  0 C £ G p 7 ( p )  s o  G / C  £ G p 7 ^  b y  ( 1 ) ' B/ 5 ’2 ’
0 ( G / C )  = 1 so G / C  £ T ( p )  a n d  t h e  r e s u l t  n o w  f o l l o w s  b y
P □  
s y m m e t r y .
weIf *5* = is a saturated 3 -formation and G 6 3
shall say that a p-chief factor of G is 3f-central if p 6 tt and 
Ag (H/K) € f(p) ; otherwise H/K is called 3*-eccentric. By 5.11 
these concepts are independent of the 3 -preformation function 
defining 3*. It follows that the f(p)-centraliser, being the 
intersection of the centralisers of the ^T-central p-chief fac­
tors of G, is independent of the way ^  is defined.
Our next result gives an alternative way of recovering the 
-normalisers.
5.12. Lemma: For p 6 i, let C* < G 6 3  and suppose G/C* £ 
f(p). Let S be a Sylow generating basis of G and put
d* = s  n H N  (S n C*); D = s  n n ng (s n c ).
p6ir y * pen
Then D* < D and if C* < C for all p 6 tt then D = D*.- P - P
Proof: Let C** = C C* and let H/K be a p-chief factor of G----- P P P
centralised by C*. Then AG(H/K) 6 f(p) and hence H/K is an
3*-central p-chief factor of G so is centralised by Cp. Hence
C** and C* centralise the same p-chief factors of G so by 5.5 
P P
W  n CP = ng(V  n CP  1 ng(sp- n V ’
since C < C*\ Hence D* £ D.
i/c* / c p  then NG(Spt 0 Cp < NG(Sp, 0 Cp) as above and
P P Dit follows that D = D*.
This is useful if f(p) is a 3  -formation when we may put
C* = R , the f(p)-residual of the 3  -gr0UP G-
We shall now give some properties of the Jf-normalisers. 
As usual f  is an integrated 3  -preformation function defining
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rf and Cp denotes the f (p)-centraliser of a 3  -group.
j..-ll-.._kemma: Let G 6 3  and let S = {Sp} be a Sylow generating 
basis of G. Let Np = NG(Sp, n Cp) and let D be the ^-normal­
iser of G associated with S. Then
(i) SP n NP = SP n D 6 SyV
(ii) D = <sp n D : p € ir>.
(iii) If H < G then DH/H is the Y  -normaliser of G/H asso­
ciated with SH/H.
Proof : (i) If q / p and q e it then S , <q - Nq = NG(sq, n Cq ) .
Also S < S . , . Hence, if q t p, s n N < N . ThereforeP - q P P - qn < s n n N = D. It follows that s n n = s _  n d £P P — ÏÏ o £tt * p p p
SylpD since Sp H Np £ ^y*pNp 4.18(iii).
(ii) Let g 6 D. Then there is a finite set of primes 
a c tt such that
g e s n n N = E, say.
p£ir ^
We show that E = (S H E  : p £ a). Indeed, if p £ a, Sp H Np 
< SQ and if q f p,
Thus Sp 0 Np < E n Sp and since sp n Np 6 SylpNp we mUSt haVC 
sp n Np = E n sp € SylpE. Thus (E fl Sp : p 6 o) is a Sylow 
basis of the soluble Cernikov group E. Hence E = <Sp n E :
P t a).
Therefore g £ E = <Sp 0 E : p £ a) < <Sp n D : P £
and the result follows.
(iii) First, since G/Cp £ f(p), G/cpH € Also every
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J-central p-chief factor of G/H corresponds to an ^-central 
p-chief factor of G so is centralised by C^ . Hence C H/H is a 
subgroup of the f(p) "Centraliser of G/H. Thus by 5.12 the set 
{CpH/H > defines the S'-normaliser of G/H associated with SH/H. 
However,by 4.18(iii), Sp n Np 6 SylpNp , so (Sp f! Np)H/H 6 
SylpNpH/H by 4.10(i). Thus
( SP n Np)H/H = (SpH n NpH)/H = (SpH/H) n NG/H((Sp , 0 Cp)H/H)
by 4.18(i) and (ii). By the above remarks and (ii) above the 
^-normaliser associated with the Sylow generating basis SH/H 
is
<(Sp n Np)H/H : p 6 tt> = <Sp n Np : p e tt>H/H = DH/H
as required. □
The cover-avoidance property of the ^ ‘'-normal isers is now 
easily established.
5.14. Theorem: Let G £ <3 and it a set of primes. Let ¡5 = {Sp} 
be a Sylow generating basis of G and let D be the corresponding 
normaliser , for S'" a saturated r3-formation. Then D covers 
the 3"-central chief factors of G and avoids the 3*-eccentric 
ones.
Proof: Put Np = NG(SpI n Cp) , where Sp , = <Sq : q / P> and Cp
is the f(p)-centraliser of G. Then 0 = 5 ^ 0  ^n^Np.
If H/K is a ir'-chief factor, H/K D DK/K = 1 so
H n DK = ( H  n D)K = K.
Thus H D D = H fl K and D avoids H/K.
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If H/K is a P-gr°up, for some p 6 it, that is not central­
ised by Cp then Np avoids H/K by 5.3 and a fortiori D avoids
H/K.
Finally if H/K is a p-chief factor centralised by C thenP
Np covers H/K by 5.3. Hence H = K(H fl Np) and
H/K = (H n N ) K/K < (S n N ) K/K since S (IN 6 Syl N P ~ P P  P P  P P
= (Sp fl D) K/K by 5.13(i) .
Hence H < DK so D covers H/K. □
5.15. Theorem: Let G €^  and a saturated 3 -formation.
Then
(i) The •(y-normal is ers of G are locally conjugate.
(ii) If G 6 (5* then the ^-normalisers of G coincide with G.
(iii) If H < G, G/H £ ^  and D is an ^-normaliser of G
then G = DH.
(iv) The normalisers of G belong to C F
Proof: (i) This follows from 4.6.
(ii) If G £ (5^  then Cp = 0plp(G) is the f(p)-centraliser
of G by 5.1. Thus
(Sp  , D  C p ) 0 p ,( G ) / 0 p , (G) 1  O p , p ( G ) / O p ,(G), a p - g r o u p .  
Hence S , n Cp < 0 p ,(G) < Sp , 0 Cp. T h e r e f o r e  Sp, n Cp < G
'p' " “P - P 
and the result follows.
(iii) Follows from (ii) and 5.13(iii).
(iv) Let D be the {^-normaliser of G corresponding to the
Sylow generating basis S. Then, for each p £ it, D normalises
S , 0 C and hence normalises D D S , H Cp. By 5.13(i) and (i‘), 
P P
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{Sp 0 D : p 6 tt} is a Sylow generating basis of D so s , n D 
€ Sylp.D. Hence SpI n D fl Cp is a (normal) Sylow p'-subgroup 
of D fl Cp by 4.10(ii), whence
D 0 CP £ ^P'^p- (!)
Since G/Cp 6 f(p) it follows by (iii) that G = CpD.
Hence D/D fl Cp ~ G/Cp € f(p). Thus by (1), D 6 G p , G pf(P). 
for each prime p E n. Moreover, G 6 3  implies D 6 3  since 
$3 = 3  • Finally D 6 by definition so D
Our next task is to investigate the relationship between 
the lf-normalisers of various subgroups of a ,3'grouP G and 
the normalisers of the group itself. The following lemma 
is of use and can be found in [8] (lemma 4.7).
5.16. Lemma: Let G = RH be a periodic locally soluble group
with H £ G and R a normal locally nilpotent subgroup of G.
Let (U , V : a 6 fi) be a chief series of G. Then, after sup-
pressing trivial factors, (Ua fl H, VQ H H : a 6 0} is a chief
series of H and if U il H/V 0 H is non-trivial theno o
V uo n H/v0 n H) = v w -
5.17. Theorem: Let G = RH 6 <3 with H < G, R < G and R 6 l JL
Let T = (T } be a Sylow generating basis of H and R = {R ) the»v p 1
unique Sylow generating basis of R. Then S = a Sylow
generating basis of G and if D, E are the tJ*-normalisers of G 
associated with S and of H associated with T respectively then
E = D n H.
Proof: It is clear that S is a Sylow generating basis of G
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For p £ il and K < G let Cp(K) dénoté the f(p)-centraliser of K. 
We show that Cp(G) fi H <_ Cp(H). For, let r be a chief sériés 
of G. By 5.16, r fl H is a chief sériés r' of H, every ^"-cen- 
tral p-chief factor of which is H-isomorphic to sonie tr- central 
p-chief factor of r. Thus Cp(G) fl H centralises every ^-cen­
tral p-chief factor in r' so by 5.8,
Cp (G) n H < Cp(H).
Now R < Cp (G) by 5.6. Hence G = Cp(G)H and H/H n Cp(G) € f (p). 
Thus by 5.12,
e = n n NH(TpI n h n cp(G)). 
= t n n NH(T , n c (G)).
11 pêtt H p p
Also d n h = s n n N r ( s  .
* p 6tt G P
n Cp(G)) n h
= i^r n 0 Nh(Sp ' pcit ^ n Cp(G) ) .
Hence, if g € E,
cspl n cp(G))8 = Rp .(Tp < n cp(G))* = Rp ,(Tp, n cp(G))
= spl n Cp(G).
Therefore g é D fi H. Thus E D 0 H.
Conversely, D normalises Spt n Cp(G) so D n H normalises 
Sp, n Cp(G) n H  = Tp, n Cp(G). Thus D  fl H  < E and the result
follows.
5,18, Lemma: Let G 6 3 and le t  D be the ^-normaliser of G
associated with the Sylow generating basis £ { p)
D — H £ G then
(i) Cp(H) < H 0 Cp(G).
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C11) If S reduces into H then D is contained in the 
Uf-normaliser associated with S n H.
Proof: (i) Since G/Cp (G) 6 f Cp) < '¡jf, G = DCp(G) = HCp(G) .
Let L/M be an &  central p-chief factor of G. Then L/M is 
H-irreducible since Cp(G) centralises it. Thus
l n h/m n h = (l n h)m/m
and if L fl H/M fl H is non-trivial,
L n H/M fl H = l/M. (1)H
Hence L H H/M il H is a chief factor of H. Now H/H fl Cp(G) ~ 
G/Cp(G) £ f(p) and since Cp(G) centralises L/M, H H Cp(G) cen­
tralises L/M. Hence H H Cp(G) centralises L H H/M n H by (1). 
Since f Cp) is Q-closed, AH(L n H/M ÛH) t f (p) . Thus L (i H/M fl H 
is \f-central in H so is centralised by Cp(H). By (1), Cp(H) 
centralises L/M so Cp(H) < Cp (G) as required.
(ii) Since H/H fl C (G) 6 fCp) and D < H, S.12 implies
d < s n h n n n„(s . n c_(G) n h)
-  v  peir H p p
< s n h n n n„(s , n c (H))
- 71 P6tt H P P
and the latter is the v?-normaliser of H associated with 
S n H. G
For the final result of this chapter we give the formation 
theoretic generalisation of Hartley’s result [18] (Theorem 1).
5.19. Theorem: Let G 6 S  and V? a saturated 3 -formation. 
Suppose G* , the ^-residual of G, is abelian. Then G* is
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complement ed in G. The complements are precisely the ^-nor- 
malisers of G and are locally conjugate.
Proof: Let D be an -normaliser of G corresponding to the
Sylow generating basis S and put M = G . Then G/M 6 so
G = MD by S.15(iii). If E is a complement of M then E
and G = ME imply E is contained in an -normaliser by 5.1".
So we only need show that the tF"norrial isers complement M.
Let {M } denote the unique Sylow basis of V. and for each P
p 6 t let 0p ,CD) = Lpt. Since M is abelian, Mp,[Mp,Lpl] « G. 
Let x t-s* x* denote the natural homomorphism G -*• G* =
G/M ,[H ,L Suppose q £" and q / p. Since D £ , G / M p ,
Thus G* e G q - G q f ^ ) -  0 n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d  Lp' 4 G * 
so G * / L *  , € G pf ( P ) .  Thus G* e 5 * and since  M = ,
i M p , [ M p ,Lp , ]  < M.
Thus Mp = [Mp.Lp,]. Let x € Mp so x = 
y. 6 L Put F = (>'; : i = 1. •••» * al p 1
of Lp , and let E = <x^f : i = 1.....n; f
an F-invariant finite p-group. Since E is 
(111.13.4(b)) implies
[xi,yi], with xA € Mp,
finite p'-subgroup 
€ F) so that E is 
abelian, [22]
E = Ce (F) x [E,F] .
Hence if x 6 CM (Lpt) then x 6 C£(F) Ft [E.F] = 1. Thus
r (L ,) = 1. However D n M <■ D so [D Ft Mp , Lp , ] < D FI Mp 
M p r
Lp! = 1 since Mp is a p-group. Hence D fi Mp < C^iLp.) and 
thus D ft Mp - 1. Since this is true for all p € *» F, M ■ 
as required.
f.
1.
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CHAPTER 6. vS*'-PROJECTORS
In this chapter we shall show that provided the saturated 
formation satisfies certain conditions every o3 -group pos­
sesses projectors. The conditions seem hard to remove be­
cause they restrict our attention to the cases when consists 
solely of co-Hopfian ^ 3 -groups. Once existence of ^-projectors 
is established it is natural to ask whether one can obtain any 
sort of result concerning their conjugacy. Since the Sylow gen­
erating bases are locally conjugate it seems clear that we 
should ask for the projectors to be locally conjugate. However, 
we have been unable to show this even for <5 * = lJT. Instead, 
we obtain a different conjugacy property, which seems to occur 
repeatedly for 36-grouPs•
To obtain the existence of t^f-projectors we first discuss 
the case G € (Ljl)3r n $  • As usual 3 * is a saturated 3 ’for­
mation.
6.1. Lemma: Suppose G € (L n 3  • Then the (f-proj ectors
of G are precisely the ^-normalisers of G.
Proof: Let R < G with R 6 l5T and G/R £ D is an
normaliser of G associated with the Sylow generating basis S =
{Sp} then by 5.15(iii),
G = RD.
Suppose D  < H ,  K < H and H/K € &  By (1), H - H 0 RD - 
D(H n R). Also H  n R is a normal L?l-subgroup of H and S re­
duces into D by S.13(i) and (ii). So by 5.17, if (Rp) is the
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unique Sylow generating basis of R, we have S = R fS n D)P P P
By 5.17 again,T = {(Rp fl H) (Sp fl D)} is a Sylow generating 
basis of H. If E is the -normaliser of H associated with T 
then by 5.17,
E = D 0 H = D.
Thus D is an ^ -normaliser of H so by 5.15(iii), H = DK and 
hence D is an projector of G.
Conversely, if E is an -projector of G then G/R 6 im­
plies G = RE. Let {Ep} be a Sylow generating basis of E and 
{Rp} the unique Sylow generating basis of R. Then {RpEp} is a 
Sylow generating basis of G by 5.17 and if D is the associated 
^-normaliser of G, 5.17 implies
E = D n E < D.
Since D i ^"by 5.15(iv), it follows that E = D. □
We shall repeatedly use the following two results, the 
first of which is obvious. A proof of the second can be found 
in [8] (lemma 5.3).
6.2. Lemma: Suppose G is a group, V  is any Q-closed class and
let L be a ©-projector of G.
(i) If L <_ H £ G then L is a 3)-proj ector of H.
(ii) If N < G then LN/N is a 3-projector of G/N.
6.3, Lemma: Let G be a group, ©  any Q-closed class and N « G.
If M/N is a JJ-projector of G/N and L is a 3-projector of M
then L is a X-projector of G.
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W e  c a n  n o w  p r o v e :
-6-‘— — L e m m a : L e t  G 6 ^  n ( L 7 t ) n 5*. T h e n  G p o s s e s s e s  f -  p r o j e c  
t o r s .
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. Let 1 = G < G <o — l - ' ' '
i Gn i Gn+1 = G be 3 normal series for G with G/Gn € ^  and
Gi+i/Gi 6 L7Z (for i = 0, . .., n - 1).
If n = 1 then G € (l71)3F and the result follows by 6.1 so
we may assume n > 1 and that the result is true for groups in 
the class (LXt)n Consider G/Gj fe (LjC)n By induc­
tion G/G^ possesses an S'-projector H/G^ € S'- Hence H €
and by the case n = 1, H possesses an projector K, 
say. By 6.3 K is an \5""-projector of G, as required. □
So far we have not had to put any restrictions on V .  other 
than that it be a saturated formation. To cover the general 
case however we have found it necessary to restrict our atten­
tion although, as we shall show, every 3  -group does possess 
projectors for the important classes !$•= LTi, (L?Z)k, <aa 
(for a a set of primes) and for ^  the class of locally super­
soluble groups. Consequently, we define a class CP to be co- 
Hopfian if every I-group is co-Hopfian. Our method for show­
ing that ^$T-proj ectors exist consists of descending the derived 
series in steps of two,keeping a check on various groups that 
occur; to this end we may assume G is not soluble by 6.4 so 
the derived series terminates in its w^-term. We shall re­
quire .the following lemma. First recall 3* ■ 0 3  H
pnGp’G pf(p>-
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6.5. Lemma: Let G 6 (lJX) A 3  and suppose N < G with N 6 tJfL 
and G/N 6 Suppose a is a finite set of primes such that
a £  i t  and N is a o'-group. Then each Sylow o-subgroup of G 
is contained in an 3*-normaliser of G.
Proof: Let S 6 SyloG and (Sp : p € a} a Sylow basis of S.
Since o is finite, S is a Cernikov group so by 4.14 we can ex-
tend {Sp : p 6 o} to a Sylow generating basis S = f } of G-
As usual let Cp be the f (p) - central iser, Sff = <Sp : p 6 ir> and
put D = S fl fi Nr(S . 0 C ) , the normal iser of G associated
* pCir u p p
with S.
Since G/N 6 G = DN by 5.15(iii). If p 6 a, 4.19 im­
plies that a Sylow p-subgroup of D is a Sylow p-subgroup of G> 
since N is a o'-group. Also Sp 0 D € SylpD by 5.13(i) so by 
the previous remark Sp H D 6 SylpG. Hence Sp fl D = Sp so Sp 5.p 
and this holds for each p 6 a. The result now follows. U
We can now prove our main existence theorem.
6.6. Theorem: Let G 6 3  and suppose y  is a saturated forma- 
tion. If is co-Hopfian then G possesses ^-projectors.
Proof: Let = 3  flÊ (1 flG , G pf(P). where f is a pr6'----- p£ïï
formation function defined on i t .  Let tt = {px, P2 » • • • ) and
(im) •
choose integers 0 < i^  < i2 < ••• s0 that G is a
{p f t p } • -group. This is always possible since G/C>0,(G)
is', soluble Cernikov group for each finite set of primes «• 
Put = im ♦ 1, Gm = G° m) and supp0Se th3t
l*i > ^ 2   ^  ^Ln
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is a chain of subgroups with the properties:
(i) Lm/Gm is an -projector of G/Gm (m = 1 > •••» n) .
(ii) {Sj, .... Sm) is a fixed "partial" Sylow basis of
Lm i m £ n) with Sm £ Syl L (for m = i.....n) . (By the
Emword "partial," we mean (S^..... Sm) can be extended to a
Sylow generating basis of L . This is possible by 4.14 ).
m (jn+l)We now construct Ln+1 as follows. By (i) Ln/G £
(lJI)£. Let a = (pj, ..., pn> so that Gn/G(jn+i:> is a o’-
r7—'group by choice of in> By 6.5, Ln/G has an ty-normaliser
U + l )
D/G so that
Sl.....Sn i < D.
r j +1) (j +1)
; n is an ^y-projector of G/G by 6.1 andU n + 1)Moreover D/G
6.3.
Continuing in this manner we obtain an <^ -projector 
E/G ln+l) of G/G^ n + 1  ^ r . / a ' n + 1  ^ such that
c c < E.S1’ •••» sn —
Now G^ln+1^/Gn+1 is a p^+1-group by choice of in + i- Since 
<SX..... s ) t Syl0E by (ii) and a is finite, 4.14 can be
applied and we can extend .........SnJ t0 3 syloW 8eneratin8
basis of E. In this basis let X be the Sylow Pn+i subgroup. 
Then by 6.5 there is an i^-normaliser Ln + 1/Gn + 1 °f E/Gn+1 such
that
^ ............ S n , X < L n+;
Again by 6.1 and 6.3, Ln+i/Gn+i is an ^"-projector of G/Gn+1
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and we may put X = Sn+ .^ Thus we have now constructed Ln + 1 
and ..... Sn+1* with ProPerties (i) and (ii).
Put L = n L_ 
m>l m
We shall show that L is an projector of G. Since i$*
■ f ro m  IS) b e U u j
is a formation, it is clearAthat L t qy. Let p 6 it be any 
prime. Then for some n, p = pn and
S < L for all m > n , by construction of L . n — m — m
(1) {Sn) a SyLow basis of L.
For, S 6 Syl L so by the above remark and the defini-
L*n
tion of L, S € Syl L. Also if p, q e n then p = pm , q = Pn
Pn
for some m, n and by the choice of Sm , Sn we have SmSn = snsm * 
Thus (1) holds.
(2) L_ = L G  for all m > n.
For L G /G is an ^-projector of G/G by the homomorphism ’ m n n __
invariance of If -projectors and is contained in the IT-group
L /G so we must have equality, n n
We now show:
m  L = LG for all n.-i— i-- n----- n-------- -
If (3) does not hold then for some integer n,
LGn < Ln '
LG < L for all m > n. m m —We claim
Otherwise, for some m > n, LGm 
LG.
and this contradicts (4). Hence (5) holds
(4)
(5)
L . Multiplying by G gives m
LmGn ■ Ln ^  (2)
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Now LGn/Gn is a soluble group and iSr)Gn/Gn is a Sylow
basis of it by 4.12(i) and hence is generating. Since LG < L ,n n
(1) implies that for some prime p = pm>
S«Gn/Gn * «■)
(Otherwise {Sr)Gn/Gn is a Sylow generating basis of Ln/Gn so 
Ln = LGn contradicting (4) ). Then m > n otherwise there is 
a contradiction since Sm £ Sylp Ln by construction. By (2),
L„ = L_G„ and Sm £ Syl L by construction so S G /G £ n m n  m y p m / m n n
Syl (L G /G ) by 4.8 f i). This contradicts (6) and hence (3) ' pv m n n' '
follows.
Suppose now H/K £ with K < H and L <_ H. Then, for 
each n, HG /KG € since is Q-closed and
L G n / G n = V G n i  » W
Thus LKGn = HGn for all n. Let iHp} be a Sylow generating 
basis of H. Then for each prime p, there is an integer n such 
that Gn is a p'-group.
By 4.8(i) , HpGn/Gn £ SylpLKGn/Gn and there is a Sylow p- 
subgroup (LK)p of LK such that
V n  * (LK)PGn-
Since Gn is a p ’-group, (LK)p is a Sylow p-subgroup of HpGn , 
by 4.19. Hence (LK)p and Hp are conjugate in HpGn- Since the 
Sylow p-subgroups of H are conjugate and G is periodic, it
follows that
(LK)p £ SylpH.
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This holds for each prime p so LK 6 Basic H. Thus LK/K €
Basic H/K and since is co-Hopfian, LK = H. Thus L is an 
^-projector of G. D
6.7. Corollary: Suppose G £ 3  is a radical group. Then G 
possesses ^-projectors for each saturated formation
This follows from the well known result of Baer [1] that 
every radical Z-group is co-Hopfian.
We can also obtain projectors for various non co-Hopfian 
classes.
6.8. Lemma: Let G i 3  an<i 0 a set of primes. Suppose S is a 
complemented o-subgroup of G. Then S is a G a~Pr°ject0r of G.
Proof: Suppose K < H G, H/K fc G 0 and S H. Put G = ST, 
with T a o'-group. Then
H = H n ST = S(H n T).
Thus H/K = (SK/K) • (H 0 T) K/K * G a - Since T i s  a a'-group i t  
fo l lows that H = SK and S i s  a G a -pro je ctor  of G. □
The existence of Sylow generating bases now gives
6.9. Theorem: Suppose G 6,3 • Then G possesses ^-projectors 
for each set of primes o.
6.10. Remarks. (i)
(i) In [35], Parker defined the concept of a generalised 
^-projector for a cofinite group G, whose topology was defined 
by a separating filter base and he asked whether the general­
ised ^-projectors were '^'-projectors in the usual sense, for
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the class E of locally finite-soluble groups with finite Sylow 
p-subgroups for all primes p. If£is co-Hopfian then this is 
the case. For suppose L is a generalised if-projector of 
G 6 E and that L < H £ G. Suppose K < H and H/K 6 ^ . Then 
for each N £ iW, HN/KN 6 and LN/N is an -projector of G/N. 
Thus for each N € Jf, HN = KLN. It follows by the last part 
of the argument in 6.6 that H = LK, since £  is co-Hopfian. 
Hence L is an if-projector of G.
C o u ix b o i lc .
Since Parker has shown ([35] p. 81) that^ E-groups possess 
generalised ^-projectors, this gives an alternative proof of 
6.6, because every 2C-group is abelian-by-Z.
(ii) It is easily shown using 4.13 that if G € X ,  *r - 
{N^} is a separating filter base for G and L^/N^ is a L7T,-pro- 
jector of G/N^ with Li + i then it need not follow that
f| L. is a LJX-projector of G. Indeed, with the notation of
ii1 1
4.13, put N . = Dr G • and L . = (y)(^ » B2 . . .x Bj) 1 2 1N^
1 j^i+1 J
(i = 1, 2, ...), where ai is a non trivial element of . It
is easily seen that D  L. has no Sylow 2-subgroup, whereas
i>l 1
every Lj^,-projector has a non-trivial Sylow 2-subgroup.
Thus an existence proof similar to the approach of Tomkin- 
son [46] (Theorem 7.6) does not appear to be available.
Having obtained the existence of ^"-projectors we now 
examine what sort of conjugacy properties they have. We have 
been unable to show that the ^-projectors are locally conju­
gate as one would perhaps hope. Instead we shall say that two 
subgroups H, K of a group G are o-conjugate if 
(i) H ~ K.
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(ii) Every Sylow o-subgroup of H is conjugate (in G) to 
a Sylow o-subgroup of K.
If H and K are o-conjugate for each finite set of primes a we 
shall say H and K are finitely conjugate. We shall show that 
if G f j  and H, K are ^-proj ectors of G then H and K are 
finitely conjugate.
6.11. Lemma: Suppose G 6 <3 and is a saturated /3 -formation. 
Suppose H, K are \§?-projectors of G. If a is a finite set of 
primes then the Sylow o-subgroups of H and K are conjugate in G.
Proof: Let H fc Syl H and K fc Syl K. Put N = 0 .(G) . Then
G/N is a Cernikov group and its-^-projectors are therefore 
conjugate (for example, see [8] (theorem 5.4)). By 6.2(ii) 
therefore, there exists g € G such that
HgN = KN.
Now by 4.9 if H0 , € Syl0 ,H, Kg , € Syla ,K then H = HoHa , and
K = K K ,. Thus a a
KN = Hag(Ha,gN) = K0(K0 ,N).
Since the expression in brackets is a o'-group it follows 
that HQg , Kq fc SylaKN. Since a is a finite set, there exists
h fc KN such that
and this proves the result.
Our next result can be deduced directly from Massey [31 
(Theorem A). However we give a different proof because it
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gives another use of the coset topology and also a slicker 
proof of 4.6, which appears as a corollary.
6.12. Theorem: Let G be a periodic group possessing subgroups
o-subgroups of F are conjugate in G, for each finite set of 
primes o, then F contains a subgroup isomorphic to E.
be a Sylow basis for F. For each finite set of primes a let
Then E fc Syl E and F^ € Syl F since a is a finite set.O Q O O
Let = {Isomorphisms a : E^ -*■ Fo induced by elements of 
G, satisfying ot(Ep) = Fp for all p 6 a}.
Then Aq f 0. For, by hypothesis there exists g £ G such that 
Ea8 = Fo . Thus {E 8)p£a is 3 Sylow basis of Fa. But by 
Gol'berg [11] the Sylow bases of the Cernikov group Fa are 
conjugate in F . Hence there exists h t F^ so that
Let A , denote the inner automorphism of G induced by gh. Then
gh
E 6 X  and F 6 V -  If the Sylow o-subgroups of E and the Sylow
Proof: Let fEp) be a Sylow generating basis of E and let iFp)
g gb _ p for all p t o.
P P
and hence AghIE0 É Aa ’
finite set of primes and a ^ t . Define aSuppose t  is a fini
maP 0OT = AT - A0 byl
If a fc At then 6OT(a) = a|E , the restriction of a to EQ .
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Then a I ^  > clearly, and it is easily seen that
{Act> 6at : ° £ T are finite sets of primes} is an inverse sys­
tem of sets and mappings. Unfortunately the sets A need not
a
be finite so we endow Aq with a suitable topology, to facili­
tate the use of 1.2.6.
Suppose a, 3 € A . Then there exist x, y £ G so that
a = Xx I e ’ 6 = Xy I E  •a 7 a
Thus 6 1 o a = A ,I and 6 1 o a is a periodic automorphism
xy"1 E0
of the Cernikov group E^ . Moreover, 6 a(Ep) = Ep so xy’ E
fi ). Conversely, if x € 0 Nq (E ) and a 6 A then
,(-n P p£a Pp€a
a o A I c € A . Let K = ( O  Nr(E ))/Cr(E ), a Cernikov group x to a a p€a u p  u a
by [24] (1.F.3). Fix a € A . Then the above remarks imply
that there is a bisection
y_ : A -*• K . 'a a a
In fact, if M  A then B'1 o a = Ax |£ for some x E f l  NG( E  )•a -----  x'ba --- p6o ^  P'
so define Y (B) = xCG(Ea). Give Kq the coset topology and give 
A the topology induced by the coset topology via the map ya 1. 
Then Aq is compact, since Ya is a homeomorphism and Kq is com­
pact .
We check that if B is another element of AQ then the topol­
ogy induced on AQ by K0, using 0 as the fixed element, is the 
same as the one previously obtained. Let tj be the topology 
induced when a is the fixed element and let x2 be the topology 
induced when B is the fixed element of AQ. Then there exists
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X 6 p?0Ng (EP) 50 that “ = 6 0 XxlEa- Let {6, : i € 1} be a t,-
closed subset of Aq. Then, for certain elements x. 6 ilNr(E ),
1 p£o G P
6i = “ 0 Xx J eo- Thus 6i = 6 0 XX.X IE • Since {«i : i € 1} is
•^-closed, the set ixiCG(E(J) : i £ 1} is closed in Ka* Hence 
the set {x^xCgfE^) : i £ 1} is closed by 2.4(iv). Hence by 
definition (B o ^xoclp : i £ 1} = {6^ : i £ 1} is a T2 "Closed
set and c T2 . It follows by symmetry that t  ^ = t2 so the
topologies induced on Aa are the same.
Now suppose t is a finite set of primes and that a & t.
If v : A - * - K , 6  : A -► A are as defined above and ifa a a ’ or t a
6^^ : Kt -*■ Kq is the natural homomorphism then
6ot 0 = Yo 0 0aT.
By 2.4 ( i ii) . 6 is closed and continuous as a mapping of' v OT
Cernikov groups with coset topology. Since yt, Ya are homeo- 
morphisms, it therefore follows that 0OT is a closed continu­
ous mapping. Hence by 1.2.6(a), A = j-ini Aa 0 0.  Suppose 
(a ) £ A and define B : E -*• F by:
If x £ E and a is a finite set of primes such that
x £ Eq then B(x) = a0(x) € FQ £ F.
Then B is well defined, because if o £ t, a finite set of
primes, then a |F = a0 anc^ hence aT(x) - aa(x). Also, t Ka
x, y £ E there is a finite set of primes a so that x, y £ E0<
Hence
B ( x y )  = a0 ( x y )  = a a ( x ) a a ( y )  -  B ( x ) B ( y ) -
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Therefore g is a homomorphism Tn a c-.-n.iT „ .F ln 3 similar manner g is easily
seen to be injective and this proves the result. □
—"-13 ’— Corollary: Suppose the hypotheses of 6.12 hold and sup­
pose F 6 3C • Then E and F are isomorphic.
Proof: In the proof of 6.12 use a Sylow generating basis {F }
of F. Since aQ is then an isomorphism for each finite set of 
primes a it follows that g is a surjection. q
Our result also gives a proof that the basic subgroups of 
a 2}-group are isomorphic. This result has also appeared in 
[32] (Theorem 1.1). Also we have an alternative proof of 4.6 
since the hypotheses of that theorem imply that, in that case, 
g is a locally inner automorphism.
One presumes that the proof of 4.6 in [6] can be extended 
to prove 6.12.
6.14. Corollary: Suppose G and is a saturated ,3 -
formation. If H, K are -projectors of G then H and K are 
finitely conjugate.
It does not seem clear whether finite conjugacy character­
ises &  projectors; that is, if H is an &  -projector and K is 
finitely conjugate to H, is K also an ^f-projector? This seems 
unlikely because the fact that two subgroups are finitely con­
jugate tells us very little about the rest of the group.
J. Parker [35] (proposition 5.3.11) has shown that if 
contains the class of finite nilpotent groups and G 6 Z  then 
the set of generalised ^-projectors into which some Sylow gen­
erating basis of G reduces is permuted transitively by the
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group of locally inner automorphisms of G. Thus the problem 
of showing that the ^ -projectors are locally conjugate reduces 
to showing that we can always extend some Sylow generating basis 
of the -projector to a Sylow generating basis of the group, 
at least for E-groups. We have been unable to resolve this even 
in the case y -  lX.
In the case 3r- lTI, we shall call the proj ectors the
Carter subgroups of G 6 3  • As usual, these are self normalis­
ing locally nilpotent subgroups but this does not characterise 
them, even though locally nilpotent 3  -groups satisfy the nor- 
maliser condition (see [8] (lemma 5.8)). For, in the notation 
of 4.13, whereas (B,y) is a basis normaliser and hence a Carter 
subgroup of G, Nq (Ba) = Ba so since (B.y) and Ba are not iso­
morphic, Ba cannot possibly be a Carter subgroup. (Of course, 
since G £ 3  , the Sylow p-subgroups of G are hypercentral 
([24] 1.E.5) and hence the Carter subgroups are hypercentral.)
We shall say that a subgroup M of G € X  is abnormal 
closed if for all g £ G, g i <M,Mg>, the closure of <M,Mg> in 
the unique co-Cernikov topology of G. We shall say M is quasi- 
abnormal closed if whenever M < K <c G then NG(K) = K. This 
terminology is slightly different to that of Parker [35] (p. 71). 
We shall say that M < G i X  is abnormal if g £ <M,Mg> for all 
g e G and quasi-abnormal if Ng(K) = K whenever M < K < G.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to obtain the usual 
characterisation of Carter subgroups as being the abnormal 
locally nilpotent subgroups. Instead we have:
6,15. Lemma: Let G 6 X  and suppose E is a closed locally nil- 
potent subgroup of G (with its unique co-Cernikov topology).
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Then the following are equivalent.
(i) E is a Carter subgroup of G.
(ii) E is abnormal closed in G.
(iii) E is quasi-abnormal closed in G.
Proof; (i) =» (ii). If K <c G and G/K is Cernikov then EK/K 
is a Carter subgroup of G/K. Since Carter subgroups of Cernikov 
groups are abnormal ([8] lemma 5.6),
gK £ (EK/K, EgK/K> = <E,Eg>K/K for all g £ G.
Hence g 6 H{<E,Eg)K : K « G, G/K is Cernikov}
= <E,Eg> by 2.6.
Hence E is abnormal closed.
(ii) =» (iii). Suppose E <_ F < G. If g 6 NG(F) then 
Eg < Fg = F. Thus g 6 <E,Eg> < F = F and NG(F) = F.
(iii) =» (i). If E is quasi-abnormal closed in G then 
EK/K is quasi-abnormal in G/K for all K < G with G/K Cernikov. 
By [8] (lemma S.6), EK/K is a Carter subgroup of G/K. Since
E < G, E is a generalised LjZ-projector of G and hence is a 
Carter subgroup of G by 6.10(i) and its obvious extension to
X-groups. D
The hypothesis that E be closed in 6.15 is not unreasona­
ble since every ^ --projector is closed if ^  is a saturated 
formation. For if E is an ^-projector and N < G f X with 
G/N Cernikov then EN = EN. Since l^is R-closed it follows 
that i £ and hence E = E.
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CHAPTER 7. xS’'-ABNORMAL SUBGROUPS
In this chapter we obtain a different characterisation of 
the ^ "-projectors obtained in chapter 6. First we prove some 
results concerning maximal subgroups, which must be well known, 
although do not seem to be written down. Our other results 
are analogous to those in the case of finite group theory. We 
have made no attempt to deal with the concepts of 5 "  critical 
subgroups, -ascendabnormal subgroups or V -  subabnormal sub­
groups, as defined in Hartley [15]. The results that follow 
have essentially been obtained by Parker [35] for the class £.
As usual, we shall let Sr denote a saturated formation, 
defined locally by an integrated preformation function f. A 
subgroup M of G € X will be called p-maximal if M is maximal 
in G (which we denote by M <• G) and |G : M| = p for some 
prime p and integer r.
7.1. Lemma: If G i ^  and G is not a radicable abelian group 
then G possesses maximal subgroups. Moreover if M <• G then 
either
(i) M is p-maximal for some prime p. 
or (ii) |G : M| is infinite and M is a basic subgroup of G.
Proof; Since G is not radicable, it has a proper radicable 
part G° by 1.2.4. Also G/G° has finite Sylow p-subgroups and
i „ tno . n rr/r°'i I 4 1 but is finite. Let for some prime p, |G/G : OpI(G/G )\ f i,
(M/G°)/0 ,(G/G°) be a maximal subgroup of (G/G°)/0p,(G/G ). 
Then clearly M <• G.
If M <• G put n(G) = i P j» P2» "i P^1.....Pi
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Ni = 0,:(G). Then either
(a) For some i, Ni < M.
(b) N^M = G for all i.
(a) If Nj < M then since G/Nj is Sernikov it has a pro­
per radicable part H/Ni say. If H < M then M/H is a maximal 
subgroup of the finite soluble group G/H so (i) follows from 
well known facts. Otherwise H/Ni i M/Ni so there is a prime 
p and a Sylow p-subgroup K/Ni of H/Ni such that K/Ni i M/Ni. 
Hence, since K/N^ is a union of finite characteristic sub­
groups there must be one of these, L/Nif not contained in 
M/Ni. Thus, since M <• G, M/Ni • L/Nj = G/Ni. Hence |G : M|
= |L : L n M| = pr since L/N^ is a p-group. Thus (i) follows.
(b) If MN^ = G for all i, let Gp 6 SylpG. For some i,
is a p'-group so there exists Mp € SylpM such that =
G N.. Thus M 6 Syl G by 4.19 and it follows that M 6 Basic G.pi p 7 P
Then it is clear that |G : M| is infinite. Hence (ii) follows.
□
Thus in the co-Hopfian case every maximal subgroup is p- 
maximal for some prime p. However in the non co-Hopfian case 
it can happen that a basic subgroup is maximal (Hartley [17]). 
One wonders whether this characterises the non co-Hopfian case 
and it would be interesting to know the answer to this.
One of the key results that we shall require is our next 
proposition. The result is a well known theorem, due to Galois, 
in the finite case.
7.2. Proposition: Suppose G e X  and M is a p-maximal subgroup 
of G. If K ■ coreGM, G/K has a unique minimal normal subgroup
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H/K which is elementary abelian. Also H/K is complemented by 
M/K in G/K.
Proof: Since G/K is a finite group which has a maximal sub­
group with trivial core, the result follows from the theory of 
finite groups. For a proof of the result in the finite case 
the reader should consult [22] (II.3.2). n
We note that H/K in 7.2 is also self centralising. The 
above result is in strict contrast to the case when M <• G and 
M is a basic subgroup since if K = coregM, M/K cannot even be 
supplemented by a minimal normal subgroup of G/K since these 
have finite order whereas |G : M| is infinite.
A maximal subgroup M of G € X  will be called -normal 
in G if
(i) M is p-maximal in G for some prime p.
(ii) M/CoreGM € f(p).
Otherwise we shall say M is tS^-abnormal in G. An arbitrary 
subgroup H of G will be called abnormal in G if whenever 
H <_ M <• L ^ G then M is -abnormal in L.
This generalises the concept of ^-abnormality in finite 
groups to X-groups. We shall show that the concept of &  nor­
mality is independent of the (integrated) preformation function 
defining Jf. This follows in a similar fashion to the case of
finite groups since
7.3. Lemma: A subgroup M is an tf-nor».! P-axinal subgroup 
of G e X  if and only if M conplements an (f-central p-chief
factor of G.
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Proof: (-) Let K = CoreGM. Then by 7.2 and the remark fol­
lowing it, M/K complements a self centralising minimal normal 
subgroup H/K. Thus G/K = H/K • M/K and Cfi/K(H/K) = H/K so 
(G/K)/(H/K) = G/H = M/K 6 f(p). Thus H/K is y -  central.
The converse follows similarly. D
With the aid of 5.11 we have,
7.4. Lemma: If f^. f„ are integrated (3 ,p)-preformation func­
tions defining and M <• G then:
M/CoreGM 6 fj(p) if and only if M/CoreGM € f2 (p).
This shows that the concept of -abnormality is indepen­
dent of f. We shall write H »  ^  G to denote H is 3? -abnormal 
in G, H G to denote H is ^ “-normal in G and H xi G to denote
H is abnormal in G. We remark that the concepts of LT^-abnor- 
mality and quasi-abnormality are easily seen to be the same.
The following result is trivial.
7.5. Lemma: (i) If H w  j  G and H < L < G then H L and
L >3 g. G •\r .
(ii) If G and N 4 G then G/N>
We begin our characterisation with the following straight­
forward result.
7.6. Lemma: If G t X  is co-Hopfian, {Ni *(i)
ing filter base for G and either
(i) HNi - G for all i € I 
or (ii) H G ^  - G for all j > 1 
then H - G.
: i 6 1} is a separat-
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Proof: The proof of (ii) is similar to the proof of (i) so
we simply prove (i) . Let p € *(G). By 2.16 and 3.4 there 
exists i 6 I such that N± < Op ,(G). Thus Hp € SylpH implies
Hp € sy1pG by (i) *4-19- ^nce H 6 Basic G. Since G is co-Hopfian 
the result follows.
7.7. Lemma: Suppose G e ^  and E < G, If E is an ^ -projector 
of G then E »ew G.
Proof: Suppose that the lemma is false. Then there exist sub­
groups M, L of G such that
E <_ M <• L < G
and M is ^-normal in L. Thus M is p-maximal in L for some 
prime p and if K = CoreLM, M/K complements the unique minimal 
subgroup H/K of L/K, which is ^-central in L by 7.3. By the 
remark after 7.2, L/H ~ AL(H/K) € f(p) < . Therefore L/K
has a chief series passing through H/K in which every factor 
is -central. By 5.6, (L/K)/0 , (L/K) 6 f(p) and by 5.7,
L/K € Since E is an ^ -projector of L, L = KE and hence
L = M which is a contradiction. ^
We now prove the result that enables us to prove the char­
acterisation sought.
7.8, Theorem: Suppose G € 3  and ^  is a saturated formation,
(i) If ^  is co-Hopfian then G has no proper ^ -abnormal
subgroups if and only if G
(ii) If ^  is not co-Hopfian and G € ^  is not co-Hopfian,
all the basic subgroups of G are abnormal.
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Proof: (1) Let -(G) - (pj, p2, , (pi.....p.,
and O^fG). Since G has no proper ^ -abnormal subgroups,
G/Ni cannot have such subgroups either. Thus by [1 5 ] (l 
3.4), G/Ni e ^r, for each i >_ 1. Since is a 3  -formati 
it follows that G € if. (We remark that the co-Hopficity 
strictions are not required here.)
(<*) Suppose now that G € ^  and H £ G is a proper ^"-abnor­
mal subgroup of G. With the notation above, HN^ < G and 
HNi/Ni xJjy G/Ni € if since if is Q-closed. By [15] (lemma 3.4), 
it follows that G = HN^ for each i >_ 1. By 7.6 (i) it follows 
that G = H. Hence G cannot have proper if-abnormal subgroups.
(ii) If G € 3* has a proper basic subgroup H then H 6 if 
since G = H and H must be abnormal since any subgroup con­
taining H must be a basic subgroup of G and basic subgroups 
always have infinite index in any group that contains them 
(Baer [1] Folgerung 3.8). □
We now have
7.9. Theorem: Suppose G 6 3  and if is co-Hopfian. Then the
lf-projectors of G are precisely the -abnormal 'S- subgroups 
of G.
Proof: Suppose E is an i f -abnormal ^-subgroup of G and sup­
pose E  < L  < G ,  K « L and L/K € if. Then by 7.S, EK/K is *J- 
abnormal in L/K. Hence by 7.8 (i), EK = L. Hence E is an if-pro- 
jector of G. The result now follows by 7.7. □
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CHAPTER 8. SOME CONJUGACY THEOREMS
Having obtained the local conjugacy of the Sylow generat 
ing bases of 3c-groups, a natural task is to see whether any­
thing can be said if the Sylow generating bases are actually 
conjugate. For X  -groups this means there are countably many 
Sylow generating bases so one asks whether the converse holds 
In this chapter we discuss this type of situation quite 
thoroughly. Our results are not just restricted to Sylow 
bases however. We shall also see that a countable number of 
Carter subgroups implies that the Carter subgroups are all 
conjugate, at least in the PLTt. case and this leads us inevit 
ably to some rather bold conjectures.
Perhaps some of our motivation for the results we obtain 
comes from the following result of Hartley [16] (lemma 6.2). 
It is easily extended to the class 3C.
8.1. Lemma: Let G € £ and suppose Syl^G is countable for all 
sets of primes t f .  Then G € Zl.
We first give some preliminary results. We order the 
primes naturally, put ft(G) = (p^, p2, ...) and Sj € Sylp G fo 
a group G.
8.2. Lemma: Suppose G € X  and that S = (S^  : i > D  is a
Sylow basis of G satisfying:
(*) There exists an integer n such that if T
is a Sylow basis of G containing (Sj, .... Sn>
then S ■ T.
Then every Sylow basis of G satisfies (* ).
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Proof: Let U - {Uj : i > 1} be a fixed Sylow basis of G and 
V = {yi : i > 1} another Sylow basis of G with for i =
1» n. We need to show U = V. Now (Uj, u ) and
<S1’ •••* sn> are Sylow o-subgroups of G for some finite set 
of primes a so these groups are conjugate Cernikov subgroups 
of G. By the well known result of Gol'berg [11] it follows 
that
= S^ for i = 1, ..., n.
By hypothesis, S = U® = V® and the result follows. □
Our next lemma shows that if G 6 is a group with no 
Sylow basis satisfying condition (*) in 8.2 then G possesses 
an uncountable number of Sylow bases.
8.3. Lemma: Suppose G 6 and S = {S^ : i > 1} is a particu­
lar Sylow basis of G. Suppose for each positive integer n 
there exists a Sylow basis Sn such that {S^, ..., Sn) c £ but 
sn i S. Then G possesses at least 2 0 Sylow bases.
Proof: We define a "partial" Sylow basis to be a subset of a
Sylow basis. For each integer n > 1 we shall inductively con­
struct an integer in and 2n distinct partial Sylow bases XR =
{ T k ..., T. k) such that 
1 xn
4n < An+1 .
(ii) There exists m such that Tm i Tm for k / l.
;t k T k } is contained in two distinct Xt.
(. 1  1  1  J i l l  9 • • • »  1 i  J
x n-1
To begin, the hypotheses imply the existence of a Sylow 
basis S1 such that S1 € S1 but S S1. Choose ij to be the
rs* 1
least integer such that ^ ..... S. . p  c s1, but S. i  S1.
Then {Slt ..., S.^} and (Sj, .... S . ^ ,  S ^ 1} satisfy condi­
tions (i)-(iii) where, if S is the Sylow p. -subgroup of S,
1 1 X1 
SAi is the Sylow p^ -subgroup of S .
Suppose i......i have been chosen and X, , ___ _ X are1 ’ 2n
distinct partial Sylow bases so that Xk = (T^k, ..., T. k)
(k = 1, 2n) . Then 8.2 implies all Sylow bases of G
satisfy the hypotheses of 8.3 so Xk is contained in two dis­
tinct Sylow bases of G. Let these be Uk = (U.k) and yk _
k v(V- }. Let m, > i be the least integer such that V K  ^i k n 6 mk
U k. Put i i = maxim, : 1 < k < 2n), Y, = ( U k ... , U, k } mk n 1 k - - k i in+1
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and Zk = {Vj* ... V. k }, for k = 1, 2n,
xn+l
Then Xk c Yk
n Zk and Yk t Zk so (iii) is satisfied. Clearly (i) is satis­
fied and if Yk = Y^, Zk = Y  ^ or Zk = Z^, for some k, l, we 
contradict the fact that Xk satisfies (ii). Thus we have now 
constructed 2n  ^ distinct partial Sylow bases and the construe- 
tion proceeds. This allows us to construct 2 chains of par­
tial Sylow bases, by (iii), the union of any one of which is 
a Sylow basis. By (ii) these are all distinct and thus we 
construct 2 0 Sylow bases as required. D
This enables us to prove the following result for X - 
groups. It is a partial generalisation of a result of Baer
[1] (Satz 7.9).
8.4. Theorem: Let G € X . Then the following conditions on
G are equivalent.
- « « ¡ M M
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
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The Sylow bases of G are conjugate.
G possesses countably many Sylow bases.
There exists a Sylow basis S = (S. ; i > 1 } possess­
ing a finite subset (Sj.....Sn) satisfying the
following condition:
(*) If T is a Sylow basis of G containing 
•i Sn) then T — S.
CiV”) There exists a Sylow basis S — (S- : i > 1 } possess­
ing a finite subset {Sj.....Sn> such that
ng(£) = ,niNG(si) = niNG(si).
Proof: (i) =» (ii). Since G is countable this is clear.
(ii) =» (iii). If no such Sylow basis exists with a finite 
subset satisfying property (*) then 8.3 implies G has 2 0 Sylow 
bases contrary to (ii). Hence (iii) follows from (ii).
(iii) => (iv). By (iii) there exists a Sylow basis S =
n
(S- : i 1} satisfying (*) . Suppose x € fl NG(Sp anc* consi- 
1 i = l
der the Sylow basis Sx. Then (S^, . Sn> c Sx so by (*) we
must have Sx = S. Hence x 6 f|Nr(S.). Since the reverse in-
~ i^l
elusion is obvious we must have equality.
(iv) » (i). Let T = (Ta : i > 1) be a Sylow basis of G.
We show that T is conjugate to S. Consider the Cernikov group 
H ■ <SX.......Sn, Tj..... Tn>. Since we can extend the Sylow
bases to Sylow bases of H and since the Sylow
bases of a Cernikov group are conjugate (Gol’berg [11]), there 
exists h 6 H such that
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Si " Ti for i = 1. ...» n.
Suppose j n + 1. Then by the above argument there 
exists g € <Slf .... Sn , Sj, Tx.....Tn, Tj> such that
Si = Ti8 for 1 = 1» •••, n, j.
■1 h_1g - c _Hence h g 6 D N~(S•) = n N r(S.). Therefore S.
i=l b 1 i>l b 1 1
g
Tj so sj = Tj . Since j >_ n + 1 was arbitrary it follows 
that S = T^ 1 and S and T are conjugate. □
We now investigate further the situation when the Sylow 
bases of an 36-group are conjugate. The example given in 
4.13 shows that in this case 36-groups are very far from being 
^-groups in the sense of [8], However this condition does 
place quite severe restrictions on the structure of an 36- 
group as is evident from the following result.
8.5. Theorem: Let G € X  and suppose the Sylow bases of G are 
conjugate. Then G € P l TZ.
Proof: Let S = {S±} be a Sylow basis of G satisfying 8.4(iv).
Let n be the integer obtained in 8.4 and let A = <S^ , Sn>,
so that A € Syl G for some finite set of primes i t . Let H 
0 , (G). so that G/H is a Cernikov group. Then A is a n-group7T
of operators acting on H.
Consider the group K = HA. This is a countable locally 
finite group and the complements to H in K are the Sylow t t -  
subgroups of K all of which are conjugate, since ti is finite. 
Thus by [16] (lemma 4.3), there is a finite subgroup B of A
Ch(b) = C„(A).such that
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Suppose L is a finite subgroup of II. Then M = LB =
(i : i e L, b 6 B> is a finite soluble group and is, of 
course, B-invariant. By a theorem of Thompson [45] (corollary),
h(M) < 5181 h(CM(B)),
where h(M) denotes the Fitting length of M. However,
n NG (Si) is clearly locally nilpotent and it contains CU(A).1> 1 H v
Hence CM (B) is nilpotent and we therefore have
h (M) < 5,B!
Therefore the Fitting lengths of finite subgroups of H 
are bounded so H 6 PLTL by [8] (lemma 3.10). Since G/H is 
soluble it follows that G 6 PlTL, as required. □
There are many easy examples to show that the converse of 
8.5 is false, as given in [6], One wonders what further re­
strictions on an X -group are necessary for the converse to 
hold.
The following example gives a method for constructing 
3£-groups with conjugate Sylow bases, whose Fitting lengths 
are arbitrary positive integers. I should like to thank Pro­
fessor Hartley for his permission to include these examples
here.
8.6. Example:
Let n be a set of primes and suppose H is a locally finite 
ir-group which has a countable number (Nj : i > 1> of normal 
subgroups of finite index such that ^‘ ^ ^
prime and suppose {qA : i > 1} is an infinite set of primes,
none of which is in tt, satisfying = l(mod p) for all i > 1.
This is possible by Dirichlet's theorem on the number of
primes in an arithmetic progression. Let F be the field
qi
with q^ elements and construct a module , faithful for H/N-,
over the field F (for example V- = F (H/N.) , the group 
qi qi
ring of H/N- over F , will do).
1 qi
We can view as an H-module and ker(H on V^) =
{h € H : vh = v, for all v € Vi) = Ni, by definition of the H-
action. Put V = ©V^ This is a faithful H-module since
vh = v for all v 6 V =» v*h = v for all v 6 V^ , for all i _^1
=» v  (hN^ ) = v
=» h 6 Na for all i > 1
h = 1.
thSince q^ = 1 (mod p), F contains a primitive pl’“-root
qi
of unity, which we shall denote by a^. If <x) is a group of
order p, x acts on naturally if we define
v*x = a^v for v 6 V^ .
Since x acts like a scalar, it commutes with the action of the 
elements of H and it follows that K = H*<x) acts naturally on 
V. Put G = V ] K.
(1) The complements to V in G are conjugate.
For Cy (x) = 0 so CG(x) = K. If L is a complement to V
then L must contain a conjugate x8 of x. Also L < Cg(x8) -K8,
since L is abelian, so that L = K8 by the Dedekind law.
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Let a tt u {p}. Then K is a a-group whereas V is a 
a'-group. Each Sylow generating basis S of G determines a 
complement to V in G and this complement is conjugate to K.
— --—  the Sylow bases of H are conjugate, the Sylow bases
of G are conjugate.
For, let S, T be Sylow bases of G. Then, for p 6 o', the 
Sylow p-subgroups are unique. If Sc = <S € S : q e o> and 
To * <Tq € I : 9 € °> then s0 and Ta are conjugate to K so
S c 8 = T o h = K  f o r  s o m e  8» h e G.
Thus Sq8 » Tq  ^<_ K for q € a so as {Sq € S : q 6 o} and 
{Tq 6 T : q 6 o} are Sylow bases for SQ and T0 respectively, 
it follows that the Sylow bases of G are conjugate.
Since G € X  the construction can be repeated to obtain 
X-groups whose Fitting length is any positive integer. □
We now discuss the imposition, on an X ‘ grouP» that there 
be only countably many Carter subgroups. We begin with what 
must be a well known result.
8.7. Lemma: Suppose G is an arbitrary group whose finite fac­
tors are soluble. Suppose G has only finitely many Lft-projec- 
tors. Then these are all conjugate.
Proof: Lot L be on lU - projector of G. Then L is self normal­
ising end |G : NC(L) I < -  hence |G : L| < -  Therefore there 
exists N < G such that | G  : N| < - and N < L. if M is any other 
LM-projector of G then MN/N and L/N are Carter subgroups of 
G/N by 6.2 and hence are conjugate. Hence there exists g
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such that Mg < MgN = L. Thu«; m8 - i ,mus - L and the result follows. □
The following lemma is a triviality by 6.3.
8.8. Lemma: Let G 6 X  and suppose N <. G. Then every Carter 
subgroup of G/N has the form LN/N for some Carter subgroup L 
of G.
In the theory of finite groups, it is well known that if
TY 2G fc TC then there is a unique Sylow basis reducing into each 
basis normaliser. Our immediate aim is to extend this result 
t0 3C-groups.
8.9. Lemma: Let G 6 X fl (LR) 2. Then there exists a unique 
Sylow basis reducing into each basis normaliser.
Proof: Let M = p(G) , the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G, and sup­
pose S = {S } and T = {T } are Sylow bases reducing into the ~ P ~ P
basis normaliser D of G. Then S^ 0 D = T^ (1 D f SylpD ant* S
S fl M = T fi M 6 Syl M by 4.8(ii). Furthermore G = MD by P P P
5.15(iii) . Hence { (Sp 0 M)(Sp 0 D)} and {(Tp 0 M)(Tp 0 D)} 
are Sylow bases of G by 5.17 and it follows that
s p = ( s p n m ) ( s p n d) = (Tp n m) (Tp n d) = Tp
for all primes p. Hence S = T and the result now follows from 
5.13(ii) . D
We can now obtain, at least for PLR-groups, the result 
we wish to establish.
8.10. Theorem: Suppose G fc X H Pl H. If G possesses counta 
bly many Carter subgroups then the Carter subgroups of G are
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conjugate.
Proof: Suppose the result is false and r kl:>e and let G be a counter
example of minimal Fitting length, and suppose 
1 < Gj < G2 < ... < Gn = G is a series,
so that P(G) = G1 and pfC/Gj) = G ^ / G j  for i > 1. Then G/Gj 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem by 8.8 and has Fitting 
length n - 1. Thus by choice of G, if E, F are Carter sub­
groups of G, there exists g 6 G such that
E^Gj = FG^ = H say.
Now H fc (LlX) and H has countably many Carter subgroups 
since a Carter subgroup of H is a Carter subgroup of G by 6.3. 
But a Carter subgroup of H is a basis normaliser of H, so H 
possesses countably many basis normalisers. By 8.9, H pos­
sesses countably many Sylow bases so the Sylow bases of H are 
conjugate by 8.4. Hence the basis normalisers of H are conju­
gate. Therefore there exists h 6 H such that = F. Hence 
E and F are conjugate. Since E and F were arbitrary the choice 
of G is contradicted. The result follows. □
It seems likely that the following conjecture holds.
8.11. Conjecture: Suppose G fc 3C has countably many Carter 
subgroups. Then the Carter subgroups of G are conjugate and 
G fc PL Tl.
Since we know of no counter examples and since Stonehewer 
[43] (theorem D) has proved a somewhat analogous result for 
locally finite-soluble FC-groups we also wildly conjecture:
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8.12. Conjecture: If G € 3C then the following are equivalent, 
(i) The Sylow bases of G are conjugate.
(ii) G has countably many Sylow bases.
(iii) The basis normalisers of G are conjugate.
(iv) G has countably many basis normalisers.
(v) The Carter subgroups of G are conjugate.
(vi) G has countably many Carter subgroups.
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APPENDIX
Since this thesis was completed I have proved the follow­
ing generalisation of 8.10:
Theorem: Suppose G £ X. Then G possesses countably many
Carter subgroups if and only if the Carter subgroups of G are 
conjugate.
The method of proof is somewhat similar to the existence 
proof of the Carter subgroups. Full details of the proof 
will appear in a future paper.
Note t k a t  } in -tUe e xa m p le  0 n  page 5 ^ , 6  is a 'e c ^ ° r j
fo r  o '» Moreover, 6* is not l o c J j  Omjugate to 6,
o U « « * s«  would U  « Sjlow I » *  of Cr <nto 6 *
I 0 -tKe e x a m p le  o n p a g e  1 0 ^  ie . t r b e an i n f  ini t e
s e t o [  p r im e s  inch tW ftt | (m o d p )  ( and  ch o o se H to
b e  a  f o c a l l j
f in i te 7T- group ( w h e r e  7T is in f in ite  f « n d  g,; 4 * f o r e a c h  i-
